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ABSTRACT 

The investigation of motor-unit fatigability in reduced-animal 

models has been dominated by a single fatigue test, one fatigue index, 

and an emphasis on changes in the magnitude of (usually peak) force. 

Although the standard fatigue test has been reported to elicit changes 

in the dynamic phases of an isometric tetanus, this has not been 

systematically studied in single motor units. Furthermore, changes in 

the profile of individual tQtani during the fatigue test have led some 

investigators to suggest that other force parameters (i.e., integrated 

force) or fatigue indices may provide additional information about 

motor-unit performance during the test. 

The purposes of this project were to: (1) evaluate the time 

courses of a variety of force parameters characterizing both the 

magnitude of force and the dynamic aspects of force during a 4-min 

fatigue test of functionally isolated cat, tibialis posterior motor 

units; and (2) determine if motor units could be classified into the 

conventional motor-unit types based on these new parameters. 

There was considerable variability in the average time course of 

the magnitude of force during the fatigue test. The variability within 

the type FR and F(int) motor-unit groups resulted in several units whose 

characteristics bordered those which, by definition, separate unit 

types. The classification of these units depended on the force 

parameter and fatigue index used to quantify their fatigability. The 

time course of the magnitude of force also revealed differences in the 

behavior of potentiating and non-potentiating groups. 
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There were many differences between motor-unit types in terms of 

dynamic-force parameters before, during and after the fatigue test. 

Comparison of initial and 2-min values revealed a preferential effect of 

stimulation on force development in type Sand FR units (i.e., increased 

rate) and on force decay in type F(int) and FF units (i.e., prolonged 

duration and decreased rate). The time courses of these effects further 

revealed qualitative differences between different combinations of 

motor-unit types. Groups of units (or lack thereof) revealed by 

dynamic-force parameters were compared to conventional motor-unit types 

by discriminant analysis. The results were not always consistent with 

conventional types. 

In conclusion, measurements of force development and decay 

complemented conventional measurements. Furthermore, the need for new, 

unbiased means of classifying motor units became evident. Preliminary 

results suggested that cluster analysis followed by discriminant 

analysis based on steady-state and dynamic force parameters will prove 

fruitful in this effort. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND AIMS 

Introdl\ction 

As a topic of general interest, muscle fatigue is familiar, in a 

variety of contexts, to everyone and is not the exclusive purview of 

scientists. This, however, results in the need to carefully define 

muscle fatigue since it has been interpreted in many ways even in the 

scientific community (Edwards, 1981). For the present purposes, a 

relatively si~ple definition, based on the output of the affected 

system, will be used. As stated by Edwards (1981), muscle fatigue is a 

failure of the neuromuscular apparatus "to maintain the required or 

expected force." From the outset, it should be emphasized that fatigue 

is a normal consequence of neuromuscular function. 

The motive underlying much of the fatigue-related research to 

date has been to understand "the cause" of muscle fatigue. These 

efforts have led to a great many advances, including the disclosure of 

many sites of fatigue (within both the central and peripheral nervous 

systems) and their associated failure mechanisms. However, three 

limitations of past work have prompted the present study. 

First, fatigue has been studied in a wide variety of models that 

include in vitro single fibers and variety of whole-muscle preparations 

(i.e., in vitro, in situ and intact in the conscious human). However, 

as a normal physiological occurrence, fatigue must involve changes in 

the behavior of motor units which are the functional units of muscle. 
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Therefore, proposed mechanisms of muscle fatigue must account for 

"normal" motor-unit operation t-lhich occurs over a limited range of 

activation frequencies, and is constrained by the orderly recruitment 

phenomenon (i.e., motor-unit usage proceeds from small to large units). 

Second, the study of motor-unit fatigue is in its infancy, 

although a substantial literature exists on other aspects of motor-unit 

performance. Until recently, motor-unit fatigability has been 

considered, almost exclusively, in relative terms for the purpose of 

classifying motor units into several physiological types. A minor 

emphasis has been placed on the study of motor-unit fatigue flor the 

purpose of analyzing the mechanisms that might underlie it. Both of 

these issues (i.e., motor-unit classification and mechanisms of motor

unit fatigue) require further investigation. 

Third, in order to compare results across labo~atories, rnany 

experimental protocols and analyses have become standardized. Hence, 

there is the near-exclusive use of one fatigue-testing stimulus 

paradigm. This paradigm involves 2 min of intermittent (l/s) force 

generation which is characterized, most often, by changes in peale force 

and quantified by the use of a "fatigue index" that is based on the 

initial and 2-min peale forces. In comparison, studies on single-fiber 

and whole-muscle fatigue have employed a variety of stimulation regimens 

and a number of force measurements, not only measures of force magnitude 

(i. e., peale force) but also measuremeltts of dynamic aspects of force 

generation (i.e., force development and decay). The whole-muscle 

literature in particular has shown that muscle fatigue is not simply "a 

reduction in force," but involves changes in the dynamiC aspects of 
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force generation. 

For these reasons, it seemed essential that a systematic 

investigation of a variety of static and dynamic aspects of force 

generation in fatiguing motor units be undertaken. The goal of this 

study was to provide a rigorous characterization of the forces exerted 

by motor uni ts subjected to the standard fatigue test. To this end, 

force development, force magnitude and force decay were characterized at 

1- or 10-s intervals for a minimum of 4 min of fatigue-test stimulation. 

The results were interpreted in terms of the need for additional 

measurements of force or fatigue indices ,qhen investigating motor-unit 

fatigue, and with respect to mechanisms of motor-unit fatigue. 

Aims 

The present study had two aims, both directed to providing a more 

complete understanding of force generation during repetitive activation 

of single motor units. 

1. To compare the time courses of three force parameters which 

characterize the magnitude of force and to determine \qhether different 

force parameters or indices of fatigue provide similar measures of 

motor-unit fatigability. 

2. To evaluate dynamic aspects of force generation, as indicated 

by measures of force development and decay, in single motor units during 

the standard fatigue test. 

Preliminary accounts of this work have appeared in abstract form 

(Gordon, Karst, Reinking, Enoka, Stuart, 1986; Karst, Gordon, Reinking, 

Enoka, Stuart, 1966). 
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CHAPTER 2 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

In this chapter, two topics, motor-unit classification and motor

unit fatigue (including indices of force generation and decline), are 

discussed relatively independently. The single-fiber and whole-muscle 

literatures are interwoven into these themes and there is frequent 

reference to the issues underlying the present Aim 1 and Aim 2 studies. 

The final section provides the summary rationale for these studies. 

Classification of Mammalian Motor Units and Muscle Fibers 

fllammalian skeletal muscles have various levels of complexi ty. 

Within the muscle, there are components (i.e., single muscle fibers) 

which, in relation to the operation of the whole muscle, fulfill a 

primarily structural role, but when isolated can function independently. 

Despite this ability to function independently t1hen isolated, single 

fibers never do so in the intact muscle. Instead, by virtue of the 

anatomy of the peripheral neuromuscular system, muscle fibers are 

organized into distinct inseparable sets which, in part, compose another 

component of muscle called the motor unit. 

A motor uni t cons ists of a motoneuron cell body and its 

dendrites, the peripheral axon of the neuron and the extrafusal muscle 

fibers innervated by the intramuscular branches of the axon. As a 

result of this inviolate anatomical arrangement, the motor unit forms 

the indivisible functional entity of muscle. The primary function of 
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muscle (Le., force generation) can, therefore, be attributed to the 

combined actions of its constituent motor units. 

Motor units are anatomically and biochemically indistinguishable 

in cross-sections of muscle, and investigations of them must always 

begin with a physiological paradigm. Although the scope of motor-unit 

investigation is not limited to physiological study, the analysis of the 

biochemical and/or anatomical characteristics of the muscle fibers 

composing a motor unit, or of the anatomical relationship between motor 

unit and whole muscle, depends upon an initial functional isolation of 

the motor unit. Due to this Methodological interrelationship, a 

substantial literature on the physiological, biochemical (particularly 

histochemical), and anatomical characteristics of single motor units and 

their constituent muscle fibers has accumulated. Several reviews of 

this information are available (e.g., Close, 1972; McDonagh, 1979; 

Buchthal and Schmalbruch, 1980; Burke, 1981; Lewis, 1984; Rankin, 1987). 

The following discussion will consider the classification of 

motor units and muscle fibers, and the relationships between the various 

classification schemes. As the historical aspects of these topics are 

well established in the 11 terature, the emphasis here is on current 

issues and controversies related to these subjects; particularly those 

that have prompted the Aim 1 and Aim 2 studies. 

Motor Units 

Based on their physiological properties, motor units can be 

classified into three categories proposed in the 1970' s by Burke and 

colleagues (Burke, Levine, Zajac, Tsairis and Engel, 1971; Burke, 
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In this scheme, slow-contracting 

motor units are differentiated from fast-contracting ones on the basis 

of twitch contraction time or the profile of unfused tetanus (the "sag" 

test). Fast-contracting motor units are further distinguished based on 

their tendency to fatigue given a particular stimulus regimen. 

The use of twitch contraction time and/or the sag test to 

separate slow- from fast-twitch units is, for some units, equivocal. In 

most mammalian muscles there is a unicodal distribution of cotor-unit 

twi tch contraction times, such that an arbitrary demarcation time is 

conventionally employed (e.g., Fleshman, Munson, Sypert and Friedman, 

1981) . Furthermore, the terminology "fast" and "slow" is generally 

thought of in terms of speed of the myosin/actin interaction. These 

interactions are not thought to underlie the speed of the isometric 

twi tch. In fact, it is the release of calcium from the sarcoplasmic 

reticulum that is thought to determine this parameter (Kugelberg and 

Thornell, 1983), with "fast" and "slow" muscles (revealed by myosin 

ATPase) having correspondingly fast 01' slow sarcoplasmic reticuli 

(Briggs, Poland and Solaro, 1977). Clearly, it would be better to 

ceasure th~ maximum velocity of motor-unit shortening (Vmax) since this 

property is considered to be associated with the speed of myosin/actin 

interaction (e.g., Sweeney, 1984). However, for technical reasons, this 

measurement can only be made on the units of selected muscles (Claflin 

and Faulkner, 1985; Sweeney and Thompson, 1985). There are also 

problems with the use of the sag test to distinguish slow from fast 

motor units. Again, there are units whose unfused tetanus has an 

equivocal profile that is difficult to describe as sagging or non-
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sagging (cf., Reinking, Stephens and Stuart, 1975; McDonagh, Binder, 

Reinking and Stuart, 1980b) Also, the physiological relevance of sag 

remains unknot'1D (for review: Burke, Rudomin and Zajac, 1976; McDonagh et 

e.l., 1980b). As a result of these problems, it is generally conceded 

that additional criteria to distinguish bett'leen alow- and fast-ttd tch 

units would be helpful. This issue is addressed in the Aim 2 study. 

The nomenclature used to designate characteristic "types" of 

motor units is: S, for slow-contracting units; FR, for fast-contracting, 

fatigue-resistant units; and FF, for fast-contracting, highly fatigable 

motor units. Type S units are uniformly fatigue resistant. This 

nomenclature (S-FR-FF) has been applied to the moto~ units of a variety 

of cat hindlimb muscles, a cat forelimb muscle and selected muscles in 

other species, including the human (for review: stuart, Binder and 

Enoka, 1984). In many of these studies, a fourth unit type was also 

distinguished. It l'18S denoted as F (int), to designate a fast-

contracting unit of intermediate fatigability. 

Muscle Fibers 

In comparison to motor units, ousc1e fibers of many more Duscles 

and species have been subjected to classification procedures. There are 

currently two widespread muscle-fiber classification schemes that are 

based on histochemical staining. A variation of a protocol originally 

designed by Peter, Barnard, Edgerton, Gillespie and Stempel (1972) has, 

for the present, been attributed considerable popularity. 

The mod;·;, ied scheme of Peter et a1. (1972) uses histochemical 

techniques which differentiate metabolic (i.e., oxidative and 
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glycolytic) and myofibrillar (myosin ATPase) enzyme activities among 

fibers. From myosin ATPase stains, the contractile "speed" (i.e., slow 

or fast) of the fiber is inferred based on the relationships between: 

(1) the specific activity of myosin ATPase and speed of muscle 

shortening (Barany 1967); and (2) the specific activity and 

histochemical staining characteristics of myosin ATPase (Guth and 

Samaha, 1969). Three fiber types are distinguished. There is one 

presumed slow-contracting fiber type which has high oxidative, but low 

glycolytic, enzyme activities, and two presumed fast-contracting fiber 

types. One "fast" species has a relatively similar oxidative-enzyme 

profile as described for slow-contracting fibers but, in addition, has 

signif icant acti vi ty of the glycolytic enzymes. The other fast

contracting fiber-type has high glycolytic, but low oxidative, enzyme 

activities. These fiber types are named SO, FOG and FG denoting slow

oxidative, fast-oxidative-glycolytic and fast-glycolytic, respectiv~~y. 

The second muscle-fiber classification scheme, developed by 

Brooke and Kaiser (1970), is popular in the clinical literature. The 

nomenclature corresponding to the three fiber types distinguished in 

this scheme, on the basis of differential staining by a myosin ATPase

specific reagent, is I-IIA-IIB. 

In rat slteletal muscle, the ttqO classification schemes are not 

superimposable. In particular, the metabolic capacities of fibers 

classified as lIB vary substantially. As a result, these can fall into 

either the FG or FOG group. Thia dincrepancy has been studied in 

Pette's laboratory using both qualitative and quantitative histochemical 

methods (Nemeth, Hofer and Pette, 1979; Nemeth and Pette, 1981). 
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The disparity between the two muscle-fiber classification schemes 

has naturally led to some conflict over their relative usefulness. Many 

arguments have found basis in the observation that muscle fibers of 

mammalian muscle are highly adaptive and respond to the demands of 

development, usage and disease (for review: McComas, 1977; Vrbova, 

Gordon and Jones, 1978; Saltin and Gollnick, 1983). While metabolic-

enzyme staining intensities are very sensitive to these different 

states, the stain for myosin ATPase is less so. This has led to the 

presumption, that myosin is relatively unaffected by the functional 

state of the muscle, and hence, that the I-IIA-IIB muscle fiber 

classification scheme is more "stable" than the FG-FOG-SO 

categorization. In the course of investigation, however, myosin has 

proven to be highly mutable under a variety of conditions (for review: 

Bandman, 1985). Therefore, it appears that the unresponsiveness of the 

myosin ATPase stain to changes in the adaptive state of muscle is likely 

a property of the stain and not of its substrate. 

Opponents of I-IIA-IIB classification have also questioned the 

dependability of the ATPase staining technique which may vary among 

laboratories. Even when the protocol is rigorously controlled 

(Gollnick, Parsons and Oaldey, 1983), it is possible to distinguish 

various subclasses of type I and II fibers that do not necessarily 

correspond to the original classification of Brooke and Kaiser (1970). 

Equivalence of Single-fiber and Motor-unit Nomenclatures 

As summarized in Table 1, there is a relationship between motor

unit types and the single fibers that compose them. This became evident 
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TABLE 1. Interrelationships Between Single-fiber and Motor-uni t 
Nomenclatures. 

Motor-unit Nomenclature 
Burke et al. (1973) S FR F(int) FF 

Single-fiber Nomenclature 
Brooke and Kaiser (1970) I IIA (IIAB) 1 IIB2 

Peter et al. (1972) SO FOG (FI)3 FG 

This table includes one motor-unit and two single-fiber nomenclature 
schemes introduced by the cited authors. Superscripts are as follow: 
1terminology from Burke et al. (1981); 211B does not correspond strictly 
to either the FG, FI or FOG fiber; 3terminology from McDonagh et al. 
(1980b) 
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with the advent of the glycogen-depletion technique (Edstrom and 

Kugelberg, 1968). This method provides a means of identifying the 

J:lUscle fibers of physiologically characterized motor units. Studies 

such as these have revealed that FF, FR and S motor units are composed 

of FG, FOG and SO fibers, respectively. Subsequent workers (e.g., 

McDonagh et al., 1980b) have sometimes made use of the term "FI" to 

designate a fiber type that is intermediate between FG and FOG and, 

hence, a candidate for the fiber of an F(int) motor unit. However, 

there is no general consensus on this point. 

Methodologies similar to Brooke and Kaiser (1970) have also been 

used to classify the fibers of single motor unit. Kugelberg (1973) 

reported that his types IIA and lIe (corresponding to Brooke and 

Kaiser I s IIB and IIA, respectively) and type I fibers corresponded to 

motor units with the characteristics of types FF, FR and S, 

respectively. 

The Legitimacy of "Typing" 

Mammalian muscles are composed of muscle fibers and motor units 

that are characterized by many properties. Table 2 shows that the 

values representing anyone motor-unit property cay vary over a tdde 

range. Furthermore, these physiological properties undoubtably depend 

on a variety of factors (for review: Salt!" and Gollnick, 1983). 

Subgroups, which are revealed by the distribution histograms of the 

various properties, may correspond to presumed types or they may not 

exist at all. 

Fig. 1 shows how cluster analyses have revealed groups of motor 
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TABLE 2. Neuromechanical Properties of the Motor Units of a Cat Hindlimb 
Muscle. 

------------------------------------------------
Motor-unit type 5 FR F( int) FF 
------------------------------------------------

Sample size (n) 38 19 9 27 

Classification earameters 
Pro9ressive tati9ue index 0.99 i 0.10 0.89 io.09 0.58 io.l5 0.04 i 0.04 

(0.81-1.21) (0.74-1.09) (0.31-0.83) (0.01-0.16) 

5a9 t t t 

Other earameters 
Peak tetanic force (mN) 94.2 i 54.0 300.2 ±.127.5 451.3 i175.6 1078.1 i470.9 

(21.6-230.5) (117.7-574.9) (245.2-857.4) (446.4-2156.2) 

T~itch contraction time (ms) 47.5 i 9.0 34.1 ±.5.3 34.5i5.7 30.4 i 4.1 
(33.6-76.2) (23.0-47.6) (28.6-42.6) (23.0-39.6) 

Axonal conduction velocity 61.3 i 13.7 86.0 ±.14.o 100.1 i14.4 9D.S ±.12.2 
(ro/s) (62.8-113.6) (67.0-113.6) (7Z.8-11S.Z) (70.1-113.8) 

Values are mean ~SD (range). The sample (from McDonagh et al., 1980b) 
includes 93 units from the cat tibialis posterior muscle classified on 
the basis of the conventional progressive fatigue index and the sag test 
(Burke et al., 1973). Note the overlap in the values of peak tetanic 
force, twitch contraction time and axonal conduction velocity among the 
different unit types. 
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Fig. 1. Cluster Analyses of Motor Units Based on Biochemical and 
Physiological Properties. 

The left half of this figure shows the results of a cluster analysis 
based upon normalized physiological properties (progressive fatigue 
index, twitch contraction time and tetanic force) and biochemical enzyme 
activities (lactate dehydrogenase, adenylokinase, malate dehydrogenase, 
beta-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase). The right half of the figure shows 
the results of a cluster analysis based only upon the biochemical enzyme 
activities. In each case, successively larger clusters were formed by 
joining units that had the least normalized Euclidean distance between 
them. The junctions in the tree diagram shO\'J the order in which units 
were combined to form clusters, td th the distance at t'lhich they were 
joined represented on the horizontal axis. These distances Hre given as 
standard deviations. The numbers to the left of each diagram were 
assigned to physiologically identified units, with 1-6 classified as FF; 
7 and 8 as FR; and 9 and 10 as S. As indicated by the labels at the 
left in each diagram showing the location of FF, FR and S units, the 
formation of clusters using either a combination of physiological and 
biochemical properties or biochemical properties alone yields clusters 
identical to the physiologically defined unit types. (From Fig. 4 in 
Hamm et al., 1988.) 
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units in a cat hindlimb muscle that correspond to those of the original 

classification scheme (Botterman, Iwamoto and Gonyea, 1985; Hamm, 

Nemeth, Solanki, Gordon, Reinking and Stuart, 1988). Botterman et al. 

(1985) have used a si~ilar analysis on motor units of a cat forelimb 

muscle (flexor carpi radialis). In the Botterman et al. (1985) study, 

the cluster analysis was based on a cumulative fatigue index (CFI) and 

the quotient of the integrated force (area under force curve) produced 

during a short stimulus train at 40 Hz (A40) and the maximum integrated 

iorce that could be produced at higher rates of stimulus (Amax). The 

last three clusters determined by the analysis defined motor-unit 

groups. The validity of this form of classification was further tested 

by a stepwise discriminant analysis. The 136 units classified as S, FR 

and FF by the CFI and A40/Amax were shown by this analysis to have a 

high probability (a posteriori) of "having group membership in their 

originally classified group (P>O.99 for 129 units; P>0.90 for 7 units)." 

This work is emphasized here for two reasons. First, it has brought a 

level of objectivity to classification issues not previously attained. 

Second, it has stimulated use of a discriminant analysis in the present 

Aim 2 study. 

Similar cluster and discriminant analyses have not been applied 

to single fibers, but recent advances in the measurement of single-fiber 

enzyme activities (Lowry, Lowry, Chi, Hintz and Felder, 1980; Chi, 

Hintz, Coyl~, Martin, Ivy, Nemeth, Holloszy and Lowry, 1983) have upheld 

the existence of discrete fiber types while revealing a previously 

unsuspected range of values within each group. 

The classification of motor units' and single fibers should always 
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be considered in relative, rather than absolute, terms since the values 

of anyone praperty can vary remarkably. These variations do not 

invalidate classification schemes, nor detract from their usefulness. 

In fact, the cany relative differences that exist between units and 

fiber types are useful for purposes of comparison within and across 

muscles and species. At the same time, it is essential that the case 

for classification not be overstated and a cautionary note on this point 

is a strong theme in the present Aim 1 and Aim 2 studies. 

Muscle and Motor-unit Fatigue 

It is difficult to synthesize the entire fatigue literature as it 

contains many di fferen t exper imenta I model s and fa tigue-test ing 

regimens. In the following review, the motor-unit fatigue literature is 

emphasized with reference to relevant selected work done on single 

fibers and whole muscles. 

Sites of Fatigue 

In healthy subjects, force generation in skeletal muscle depends 

upon the operation of many serial processes which begin with those 

leading to the excitation of spinal motoneuron pools and culminate in 

the cyclic interaction between actin and myosin in the muscle fibers. 

Impairment in the function at any single site, or combination of sites, 

in this series of events results in diminished force output, or fatigue. 

Assuming that the supraspinal processes which provide the 

exci tatory input to motoneurons remain unchanged, fatigue may result 

from: (1) the inability of rnotoneurons to sustain their discharge 
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(Kernell and Monster, 1982a,b; Bigland-Ritchie and Woods, 1984; Bigland

Ritchie, Dawson, Johansson and Lippold, 1986); (2) a failure of axonal 

action-potentials to propagate beyond axonal branch-points (Krnjevic and 

Miledi, 1958; Spira, Yaro~ and Parnas, 1976; Smith 1980); (3) a failure 

of the nerve action-potential to trigger the release of sufficient 

neurotransmitter (Krnjevic and Miledi, 1958; Ruzzier and Scuka, 1979); 

(4) a desensitization of post-synaptic receptors (Krnjevic and Miledi, 

1958); (5) a reduced muscle-fiber action-potential (Krnjevic and Miledi, 

1958; Thesleff, 1959; see also Hamm, Reinking and Stuart, submitted); 

(6) a failure in the process of electrochemical transduction (Edwards, 

Hill, Jones and Merton, 1977; Vergara, Rapoport and Nassar-Gentina, 

1977; Gonzalez-Serratos, Somylo, McClellan, Shuman, Borrero and Somylo, 

1978; Metzger and Fitts, 1986); or (7) a failure in the 

chemicomechanical processes (Dawson, Gadian and Wilkie, 1977; Edman and 

Mattiazzi, 1981; Cooke and Pate, 1985). 

Motor-Unit Fatigue in Conscious Humans 

In presenting experimental approaches to the study of fatigue it 

is appropriate to begin with work undertaken on conscious humans because 

it is easy to relate to and because recent work in this field is 

providing an important stimulus for additional work on experimental 

animals, like the present Aim 2 study. 

Force Measurements. To date, only a few investigations have 

studied the effect of fatigue on the force exerted by human motor units. 

Stephens and Usherwood (19~17) used the conventional spike-triggered

averaging method to extract motor-unit forces from a voluntarily 
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activated hand muscle (first dorsal interosseus) in conscious humans. 

This study provided the first direct evidence that, like the motor units 

of experimental animals, human slow-twitch units were uniformly fatigue 

resistant while the fast-twitch units were heterogeneous with respect to 

their fatigability. Technically, it is difficult to measure the force 

of a single motor-unit during high-force contractions of whole muscle. 

For one reason, the spike-triggered-averaging method requires a distinct 

recording of the electrical potential of the motor unit, but this is 

complicated at high forces by the presence of potentials from other 

active motor units. Secondly, as whole-muscle force is increased the 

forces exerted by the recruited motor units tend to fuse and this 

complicates the interpretation of the force waveform that is averaged. 

As a consequence of these complications, the results of Stephens and 

Usherwood (1977) are biased toward those units recruited at relatively 

low forces (1. e., <30% r.WC). 

Other studies have used controlled intramuscular microstimulation 

(Garnett, 0 I Donovan, Stephens and Taylor, 1979) and microneurographic 

techniques (Johansson, Thomas, Westling and Bigland-Ritchie, submitted) 

to examine the fatigue properties of unbiased samples of human motor 

units. Garnett et al. (1979) reported that motor units of the human 

medial gastrocnemius could be divided into three types (S, FR and FF) 

analogous to those found in experimental-animal modeis. In the human 

thenar muscle, Bigland-Ritchie and colleagues found units with a wide 

range of contraction times. However, the majority of units were found 

to be extremely fatigue resistant suggesting that the majority of fast

twitch units in this muscle were type FR. 
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If it is assumed that the fatigue-testing regimens used in each 

of the above studies are comparable, then it is apparent that, in the 

human, different muscles have distinct ranges of motor-unit 

fatigabilities. This is Gonsistent with histochemical findings tihich 

have shown that human muscles have a wide range of oxidative-enzyme 

acti vi ties (Lowry, Kimmey, Felder, Chi, I{aiser, Passonneau, Kiri{ and 

Lowry, 1978) since oxidative-enzyme activity is associated with fatigue 

resistance. 

EMG Measurements. With electrodes designed to have a very 

1 imi ted recording area (e. g., Gydikov, Kosarov, Kossev, Kostov, 

Trayanova and Radicheva, 1986; Gydikov, Kossev, Trayanova and Radicheva, 

1986) and/or in unusual situations where the number of active motor 

units are limited (e.g., Grimby, Hannerz, Borg and Hedman, 1981), 

electrical activity from the muscle fibers of single human motor units 

can be recorded. 

Grimby et al. (1981) showed that during sustained maximal 

voluntary efforts the firing rates of all motor units decreased (see 

also: Bigland-Ritchie, Johansson, Lippold, Smith and Woods, 1983). The 

decrease was more rapid for high-threshold (presumably type F(int) and 

FF) units which were characterized by relatively high (approximately 50 

Hz) initial firing rates. High-threshold units ceased to fire tonically 

during fatiguing contractions but retained the capacity to fire 

phasically. The first motor units to stop firing tonically did so after 

a 10% decl ine in force output. Motor uni ts tii th relatively low 

thresholds (presumably type Sand FR units) could maintain firing at a 

rate of 15-20 Hz for several minutes. 
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The findings of Grimby et al. (1981) may not generalize to other 

experimental situations involving conscious human subjects. In 

particular, there is little consensus on the firing rates of high

threshold units (cf., l-Iarsden, r·feadows and f.ierton, 1983; DeLuca, 1985), 

e"en in the absence of fatigue. As t'1i th measurements of single-uni t 

forces (e.g., Stephens and Usherwood, 1977), this is attributable to the 

technical problems inherent in extracting unitary potentials from EMG 

recordings in high-force, whole-muscle contractions. 

Force Optimization During Fatigue Studies on conscious humans 

performing a sustained (ca. 60 s) caximal voluntary contraction (MVC) 

have suggested that a fatigue-induced slowing of force decay (ie., 

relaxation of twitch or tetanus) is associated with a slowing of 

motoneuronal discharge rate (for review: Bigland-Ritchie and Woods, 

1984) . Since the activation frequency required to mainta.in a given 

percentage of tetanic fusion is decreased as relaxation time increases, 

this phenomenon optimizes force dur ing fatigue (Fig. 2). This 

phenomenon can by simulated by muscle-nerve stimulation. In this latter 

case, substantially greater force-title integrals are obtainen if the 

stimulating rate is progressively reduced rather than maintained at a 

constant rate (for review: Marsden et al., 1983). 

Despite the teleological advantage of optimizing force output 

during sustained activation, it is not yet ImoTfm if force relaxation 

slows during intermittent submaximal contractions. It seems that this 

particular change in contractile properties may be restricted to higher 

threshold (provisional F(int) and FF) units because in repetitively 

occurring 30% l~C contractions. there was no indication that motor-unit 
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In this experiment, a 'NC was performed for 60 s, with epochs of nerve 
stimulation interposed after 5 s (control; upper traces) and 60 s (lower 
traces). The nerve stimUlations included a single shock (~, 6 
consecutive shocks at 7 Hz (~ and approximately 10 s of tetanic 
stimulation (£). This experiment reveals that as the MVC declines (b ' 
VB. b in £) twitch contraction time is barely slowed, but dF/dt reduces 
and relaxation rate becomes longer. As a result, the 7 Hz stimulation 
produces a more fused and slightly larger tetanus (a l vs. a in~. In 
the !L exper iElent, . a r.lVC was attempted for 100 s with tt .. itches evo)<ed by 
nerve stimulation measured intermittently throughout this period. The 
twitch revealed that the ini tial relaxation times (t1 /2) became 
progressively slower. Thus, the fatigue-induced changes in the 
contractile properties were oatched by a slowing of motoneuron discharge 
rate, such as to optimize force. (From Bigland-Ritchie and Woods, 1984; 
their Fig. 4). 
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discharge rates were decreased (see Fig. 8 in Bigland-Ritchie, Cafarelli 

and Vollestad, 1986). This uncertainty underscores the need for 

systematic study of fatiguing motor units (e.g., Dubose, Schelhorn and 

Clamann, 1987). 

r,iotor-Uni t Fatigue in Experimental Animals: Measures of Steady-state 

Force and Fatigue Indices. 

Standard Intermittent Stimulation Regimen. The influential 

motor-unit work of Burke et al. (1973) led to the widespread adoption of 

a standard motor-unit fatigue test. The stimulus regimen (13 stimuli 

delivered at 40 Hz for 330 rns every second) was designed to 

differentiate motor units based on a 2-min profile of force production 

(Fig. 3). Since these authors noted that the 2-min test had only minor 

effects on the EMG, chunges in force were considered "intrinsic to the 

muscle fibres". Other investigators have reported EMG depression 

concomitant with force decline under these conditions, particularly in 

type FF un! ts, and especially if the test is continued for 4 min or 

longer (for review: Hamm et al., submitted). 

t'lhUe motor-unit EMGs t'Jere ceasured in the present experiments 

(for proof of single-unit isolation; see Chapter 4-5), their systematic 

analysis was not required for the present Aim 1 and Aim 2 studies. The 

present results focused on motor-unit force responses within the first 4 

min of fatigue-test stimulation. While there is controversy on the 

extent of EMG depression encountered in FF units within this time 

course, it must be remembered that the action potential of single muscle 

fibers has a sUbstantial safety factor for propagation and for supplying 
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Fig. 3. An Example of a Motor Unit Response to a Standardized Fatigue 
Test. 

Shml1n is the response of a fast-twitch motor-unit of the cat lateral 
gastrocnemius to the Burke fatigue test (40 Hz for 330 ms at lis). ~_ 

shows the force response of the unit to a single supramaxirnal stimulus. 
Twitch contraction time was determined to be 20 rns. In ~ superimposed 
tetanic force profiles occurring at t=O, 30 and 60 s in the course of 
the fatigue test are shown. The fatigue index (2-min/initial force) of 
this unit was 0.1. The EMG records at teO and 60 s are shown in~. A 
graph of the maximum force produced in response to individual stimulus 
trains for 15 min is plotted in D. (From Stuart et a1., 1984; their 
Fig. 47-4). 
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the ele~tromotive force for excitation-contraction coupling (Falk, 

1961). Furthermore, the extracellularly recorded potential of a single 

fiber in a volume conductor is similar to the second spatial derivative 

of that t'1hich is recorded intracellularly (Plonsey, 1974). As a result, 

during prolonged contraction of single fibers the extracellular 

potential decreases carkedly while the intracellular potential changes 

only slightly (minimal decrease in amplitude and slight increase in 

duration; Radicheva, Gerilovsky and Gydikov, 1986). Similarly, it can 

be presumed that during fatiguing contractions of motor units, their 

EMGs (an extracellular measurement) can reduce substantially before 

there is an impairment of effective propagation along the sarcolemma of 

the motor-unit fibers. 

The primary intent of the "Bul'ke fatigue test", as it has become 

known, was not to ascertain the mechanisms of motor-unit fatigue, but 

I'ather it was to provide a means of distinguishing between different 

types of fast-twitch motor units. Certainly, its widespread adoption 

has stimulated thought on this issue; first on the units of cat medial 

gastrocnemius (Burke et al., 1973), and subsequently on the motor units 

of a variJty of other muscles in several species (for reviet'l! Burke, 

1981; Stuart et al., 1984; Botterman et al., 1985). 

Force Profiles During Fatigue. Burke and colleagues designed 

their fatigue test to minimize the time necessary to distinguish motor

unit types; this is an important practical consideration when the motor 

unit is being activated by intracellular stimulation of its motoneuron 

in the spinal cord. Motor-unit types can be distinguished with 2 min of 

activation by the standardized stimulus regiQen. Highly fatigable type 
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FF units usually produce the highest initial forces, and depending on 

the isometric-twitch contraction time of the unit, the first few tetani 

are generally unfused. As the relaxation phases of the summating 

twitches lengthen, the individual tetanic force profiles become fused. 

Within 2 cin, peak force declines substantially. In contrast to type FF 

units, type Sand FR motor units, which exhibit force-time profiles 

rather similar to each other, show relatively little decrement in their 

peak forces after 2 min. In some cases, the initial tetanus of type FR 

units may be unfused. This is characteristically not the case for type 

S units. 

As would be expected, the F(int) units, by definition, exhibit 

behavior intermediate between S+FR and FF units. The relative number of 

F(int) units has been a matter of controversy, but may be exercise 

dependent (McDonagh et al., 1980b) and, as such, a moot point. A matter 

of some concern is that the motor-unit literature contains no example of 

a study in which the exercise history of the test animals was controlled 

prior to the day of acute terminal experiments. Such control would 

probably have to continue for several weeks as has only recently been 

accomplished in one of our ongoing projects (Robinson, Enoka, Kirby and 

Stuart, 1987). 

From the outset, Burke and his colleagues extended the duration 

of their fatigue test (from 2 to 5 min) and reported that by this means 

it was possible to show that S units were somewhat less prone to exhibit 

force decline than were FR units (Burke and Tsairis, 1974). 

Surprisingly, this point has not been studied systematicl'Uy. It has 

been shown, albeit indirectly, that extension of the te~t to 4 min 
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provided no further information on the relative fatigability of the 

different unit types (McDonagh et al., 1980b; their Fig. 3). However, 

this point deserves closer scrutiny, as has been accomplished, in part, 

in the present studies. 

Over the course of the fatigue test, qualitative differences in 

the force responses to individual stimulus trains arise, and specific 

changes are characteristic of each of the unit types. For example, 

after considerable force decline has occurred in type FF units, often 

there will be little or no force production in response to the last 

several stimuli of a train (cf., Gordon et al., 1986). Hence, the force 

response appears to be twi tch-lllte. Since the other unit types produce 

force in response to all 13 stimuli in a given train, it was suggested 

that peak force may not be a representative measure of the force 

profile, or of the fatigability, of units especially when comparing 

across unit types (Ohla, Pettigreltl and Gardiner, 1985). This 

observation contributed to the present Aim 1 study in which additional 

parameters characterizing the magnitude of force (i.e., force-time 

integral, average steady-state force) were used to calculate various 

indices of force decline. 

Force Potentiation. It has been known for some time that 

striated muscle has a tendency to exhibit enhanced force production 

during repetitive activity (for review: Hughes, 1958). This phenomenon 

is known as force potentiation (for review: Rankin, 1987). The 

literature regarding force potentiation is confusing largely because the 

response of the muscle depends critically on the amount of preceding 

activation and on the specific experimental paradigm used to elicit the 
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effect. Unfortunately, these features are often not comparable across 

studies. 

Little is known about the relative differences in the 

potentiation properties of the different motor-unit types. Stephens and 

Stuart (1975) measured twitch amplitudes after brief repetitive high-

frequency tetani and suggested that provisional type FR units were more 

prone to potentiation than were type S or FF units. However, the 

possibility that the FF units were partially fatigued could not be 

excluded. 

For the present purposes, the potentiation literature of 

particular interest is that associated with the standard fatigue test. 

Rankin has captured the uncertainty: 

Unfortunatel y, in exper iments on motor units and the ir 
subsequent description, no account is given of the number of 
motor-unit activations that precede those of the standard 
fatigue test. However, for at least two reasons, it can be 
assumed that the prior activation history varies considerably 
between motor units, both within and across individual studies 
and laboratories. First, a variable number of activations are 
required to isolate a single unit, either in the spinal cord 
as secured by intracellular stimulation of a single motoneuron 
or by extra-axonal stimulation of a small group of ventral
root filaments (divided progressively, until only one supplies 
the test muscle). Second, the fatigue test is conventionally 
applied to single motor units at the end of a sequence of 
measurements which usually include axonal conduction velccity, 
twitch contraction time, profile of unfused tetanus ("sag" 
test) and peak tetanic force, each of which requires further 
activation of the motor unit. An additional variable in the 
activation history prior to the fatigue test is whether or not 
a deliberate attempt was made to potentiate the unit. 
Posttetanic potentiation has been used in some motor-unit 
studies to standardize the size of the twitch for 
characterization of its amplitude and time-to-peak (e.g., 
Burke et al., 1973; Reinking et al., 1975; Goslow, Cameron and 
Stuart, 1977; McDonagh et al., 1980b). The effect of this 
twitch-potentiation procedure on the subsequent fatigue test 
force profile appears equivocal at this point. One study 
apparently found no subsequent motor-unit potentiation during 
the standard fatigue test (Burke et al., 1973) while another 



made mention of considerable potentiation during the test, 
particularly in type FF units (Reinking et a1., 1975). In 
other studies, the fatigue test was initiated \,li th the units 
in an unpotentiated state, and potentiation of particularly 
the fast-contracting units was observed in the early part of 
the test (Hammarberg and Kellerth, 1975; Kernell, Ducati and 
Sjoholm, 1975; Kernel 1 , Berbeek and Verhey, 1983a; Botterman 
et a1., 1985). 
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It has been shown that post-tetanic twitch potentiation can 

coexist with fatigue, particularly in a rat hindlimb muscle with a high 

proportion of fast-twitch motor units (Rankin, 1987). This observation 

has considerably influenced the formulation of the present Aim 1 study, 

in which the potentiation that occurs during the standard fatigue test 

was compared among the different motor-unit types. 

Indices of Fatigue. The quotient of the peak force produced by 

the 120th stimulus train (t=2 min) relative to that produced initially 

(t=O min) is generally used to quantify the fatigability of motor units 

in response to the standard fatigue test. This "progressive fatigue 

index" (PFI), a term formulated by McDonagh et al. (1980b). has been 

used by several laboratories. By definition. type FR and S units have 

fatigue indices > 0.75; type FF units < 0.25; and type F(int) have 

indices between these two limits. 

other means of quantifying the force decline associated with 40 

Hz intermittent stimulation of single motor units have been proposed. 

One index. introduced shortly after the PFI. was introduced to account 

for force potentiation (Kernell et al .• 1975a) and was termed the 

Kernell index (I{FI; Botterman et a1 .• 1985). KFI is the quotient of the 

force produced 2 min after the maximally potentiated force divided by . 

the maximally potentiated force. Other indices of fatigue have 
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accounted for cumulative force development (e.g., Reinking et al., 1975; 

l.tcDonagh et al., 1980b; Botterman et al., 1985), one of these is termed 

the cumulative fatigue index (CFI; Reinking et al., 1975) and expresses 

the sum of the forces to 2 min divided by the sum at 4 min. 

These alternative indices (KFI and CFI) provide values that are 

fairly \1ell correlated tdth the original PFI (e.g., r4cDonagh et aI., 

1980b; Kernell et al., 1983a; Botterman et al., 1985). However, there 

are instances in which the classification of a motor unit is affected by 

the index employed. This issue is addressed in the present Aim 1 study, 

where the goal was to determine the relative extent of the problem for 

making distinctions between the different unit types (particularly FR 

vs. F(int) and F(int) vs. FF). 

Motor-unit Fatigue in Experimental Animals: Twitch Times 

Subsequent to the preliminary account of the present Aim 2 study 

(Karst et al., 1986), a single report has described the effects of 

fatigue on twitch times (i.e., contraction and one-half relaxation time) 

of single motor units in the cat medial gastrocnemius muscle (Dubose et 

al., 1987). The expericental protocol t1as to elicit a ttdtch at 1/s in 

the 670 ms intervals between the 330 ms 40 Hz stimulus trains of the 

standard fatigue test. Measurements tqere cade of the contraction tice 

and one-half relaxation time of the twitch at the beginning (0 s) of the 

fatigue test and after 30 s of stimulation. The results provided 

convincing evidence that this duration of stimulation was sufficient to 

cause pronounced changes in the contraction times and one-half 

relaxation times of the different unit types. Contraction times of type 
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S units became shorter follot'ling 30 s of stimulation while the 

contraction times of fast-twitch units were prolonged in the order: 

FR(no change)<F(int)<FF. Post-stimulation one-half relaxation times 

were, again, shorter in S units and prolonged in fast-twitch units. The 

magnitude of change in one-half relaxation time in the latter units 

increased in the order: F(int)(no change)<FR<FF. 

These results have particular interest for three reasons. First, 

the experimental approach provides a previously unattempted bridge to 

the human muscle-fatigue literature, in which it has been the practice 

to superimpose a test twitch into a fatigue-inducing (albeit sustained) 

contraction (for review: Bigland-Ritchie and Woods, 1984). Second, the 

qualitatively different response of type F and S units suggests that the 

standard fatigue test may induce fatigue in different ways for the 

different motor-unit types. This possibility has been raised in at 

least two other studies (Jami, f.iurthy, Petit and Zytnicki, 1983; Nemeth, 

Solanki, Gordon, Hamm, Reinking and Stuart, 1986) and further examples 

are provided in the present Aim 2 study. This point is emphasized 

because it reinforces the notion that the study of the mechanisms 

underlying motor-unit fatigue will require the development of separate 

tests for type Sand F units and possibly for type S+FR and F(int)+FF 

units. 

Finally, the Dubose et al. (1987) study showed that the standard 

fatigue test induced changes in twitch times (i.e., contraction and one

half relaxation time) of type S units long before changes in peak force 

were anticipated (viz., subsequent Chapter 4 results). This observation 

is in keeping with previous work on conscious humans (viz., Fig. 2) and 
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t'li th those (Bigland-Ritchie and others) who have promulgated the need 

for a definition of fatigue that is not based on force decline. 

Interestingly, Bigland-Ritchie favors as a definition of fatigue "any 

reduction in the force generating capacity of the total neuromuscular 

system regardless of the force required in any given situation" 

(Bigland-Ritchie and Woods, 1984). This definition, too, does not 

ferret out fatigue-induced changes in the contraction time of type S 

units because such changes do not necessarily result in a reduction in 

force-generating capacity. Thus, despite the everyday ubiquity of 

"muscle fatigue" its strict definition is elusive to even those who 

study it. 

Although the Dubose et al. (1987) study is, in some ways, similar 

to the present Aim 2 study, the aims of the two studies were different. 

The goal of the Aim 2 study was to contribute new information on the use 

of the standard fatigue test and on motor-unit fatigue. In comparison, 

Dubose et al. (1987) were interested in the implications of change~ in 

motor-unit twitch times (contraction and one-half relaxation times) on 

the rate coding of motor-unit discharge by the central nervous system. 

To this end, the standard test was used by Dubose et al. (1987) to mimic 

generalized motor-unit activity rather than as a means to study motor

unit fatigue. 

r,lotor-uni t Fatigue in Experimental AnicaIs: Measures of Dynamic Force 

and Fatigue Indices. 

It was emphasized above that when conscious humans undertake 

sustained maximal voluntary contractions both the force decay and the 
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peak force are profoundly effected by fatigue. These and related 

findings are summarized in Table 3 which is a highly selective review of 

the literature on force development and decay. 

Two prominent features of Table 3 are the near absence of 

information on force development (in unfatigued or fatigued 

preparations) and the lack of studies on eotor units. These deficits 

underscore the rationale for the present Aim 2 study t'lhich has focused 

on exploring the effects of fatigue on force development and decay in 

single motor units. 

Force Development. Single-fiber (Calancie and Stein, 1987) and 

whole-muscle (Fitts and Holloszy, 1977) studies indicate that fatigue 

may slow the rate of tetanic force development. However, fatigue has 

also been shown to have different effects on the isometric-twitch 

contraction times of the different motor-unit types (Dubose et al., 

1987). Since the rate of tetanic force development should be related to 

twitch contraction time, this leaves open the possibility that the rate 

of tetanic force development may also differ among the different motor

unit types. 

Force Decay. The human muscle wisdom experiments of Bigland

Ritchie and colleagues have eophasized the importance of determining 

fatigue-induced changes in the relaxation characteristics of single 

motor units. Table 3 indicates that fatigue may have a differential 

effect on the force-decay properties of motor units. Furthermore, other 

studies suggest that there may be more than one process underlying force 

decay (Pagala, 1980; see also: Peckham and Woledge, 1986). To 

investigate this possibility, the force decay profile in the Aim 2 study 



TABLE 3. Summary of Selected Literature on Force Development and Decay 
in Unfatigued and Fatigued f;Iuscle Preparations 

This table provides a summary of selected Ii terature on force 
development and decay in a variety of control and fatigued 
preparations. Under each subheading, references are arranged 
chronologically (oldest to most recent). Abbreviations: AP, adductor 
poll ic is; CT, isometr ic-twi tch contraction time; DL, 1st deep 
lumbrical muscle: dP/dt, rate of force development: EDL, extensor 
digi torum longus; F: S, ratio of fast to SlO1'1; GN, gastrocnemius; lAA, 
iodoacetic acid: IRR, initial rate-of-rise; k, rate constant; LA, 
lactic acid; MG, medial gastrocnemius; ~mR, normalized maximum rate
of-relaxation; MVC, maximum voluntary contraction; quad, quadriceps 
femoris; RT, relaxation time; SART, sartorius; SOL, soleus: T, time 
constant; t1/2, one-half time of exponential force decay; TA, tibialis 
anterior; TP, tibialis posterior; 1/2RT, isometric-twitch one-half 
relaxation time: 95-50RT, time from 95% to 50% peak tetanic force; 90-
50RT, time from 90% to 50% peak tetanic force: 50-20RT, time from 50% 
to 20% peak tetanic force: i, decrease; t, increase: -, no change. 

References cited in Table 3 
1. Wiles et al., 1979 9. Fitts and Hollozsy, 1977 
2. Cannell, 1986 10. Sandow and Zeman, 1979 
3. Calancie and Stein, 1987 11. Dawson et al., 1980 
4. Kernell et al., 1975 12. Pagala, 1980 
5. Dubose et al., 1987 13. Sahlin et al., 1981 
6. present study 14. Hultman and Sjoholm, 1983 
7. Edwards et al., 1975 15. Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1983 
8. Edwards, Young et al., 1977 16. Sahlin et al., 1983 

17. Rankin, 1987 
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TABLE 3. Summary of Selected Literature on Force Development and Decay 
in Unfatigued and Fatigued Muscle Preparations 

Ref. Huscle fatiguing Paradigm 

SII\RE fIBERS 

1 In. v iva NONE 
hucan quad 

2 in vitro NONE 
trag TA 

3 In. vitro 190 stimuli (100 Hz) 
mOuse EDL 0.25 Hz tor 8 Bin 

roTOR LNlTS 

4 In. situ OONE 
cat OL 

5 in situ 13 stimuli (40 Hz) 
cat fI6 1 Hz far 2 gin 

6 in sitt 13 sticuli (40 Hz) 
cat TP 1 Hz for up to 1 hr 

u.!CtE I1JSCLES 

7 in vitro continuous stim. 20 Hz 
couse SOl or 50 Hz for 10-60 5 

(anaerohic conditions) 

8 In. vivo N<M 
human quad 

8.AP 

l*ATIGLED 

force 
DeveloPlilent 

measured k of 
tetanic force 
developgent 

see Table 9 in 
Chapter 5 for 
values 

force 
Decay 

r'iRR (f:S) 
= 2.1 

Rate of Cat2 
uptake ~ rate of 
force decay 

l/ZRT (f:S) 
= 0.4 

1!2RT (F:S) 
'" 0.4 

see Table 9 in 
Chapter 5 for 
values 

reported unorcalu 
95-5DRT values 

fATlGLED 

force 
Oevelopment 

after 30 s: 
oJ, CT S 
t CT F(i nt) 

8.FF 
- CT FR 

after 2 min: 
t IRR S&FR 
.J.. IRR F( i nt )&FF 

force 
Decay 

after 30 s: 
.J, l/ZRT S 
l' l/ZRT FR 

8.FF 
- lIZRT F(i nt) 

aft~r 2 min: 
~ MRR F(int) 

8.FF 
t 90-S0RT FR, 

F(int) 8. FF 
'\' SD-20RT 

F( int) 8. FF 

t tl!2 



TABLE 3.--Continued 

Ret. ~wstle Fati9uin9 Paradi9m 

9 In. s itu 
rat SOL 

10 In.vitro 
couse EDL 

11 In. vitro 
tro!! GN 

12 in vitro 
tro!! SART 

13 in vitro 
rat EDL 

14 In. vivo 
human quad 

15 in vivo 
hucan AP 

16 in.vitro 
rat EDL 

17 in. situ 
rat SOL 

EDL 

25 stimul i (100 Hz) 
1.8 Hz tor 30 min 

NONE 

continuous stim. 50 Hz 
tor 1-60 s 
(anaerobic conditions) 

NONE 

continuous 2 Hz 
(anaerobic conditions) 

130 stimuli (20 Hz) 
0.1 Hz tor eo 5 

60 s sustained mc 

l'COz 

13 sticuli (40 Hz) 
1 Hz tor 6 ci n 

WfATIGUED 

Forte 
Developoent 

Force 
Decay 

temp. dependence 
ot T simi lar to 
that ot Cat2 
uptake 

k related to 
rate of Cat2 
uptake by 5R 

must! e stretch: 
- time to 1".1(R 
t total RT 

caffeine: 
.,.. tillie to I'RR 
- total RT 

FATIG1.EJ 

Force 
OevelopFlent 

" dP/dt 

- CT after 11VC 

Force 
Oec~i' 

J,k 

45 

l' L~ f 1/zRT 
- 112RT in 

muscles 
poisoned 
with 1M 

l' 95-50RT 

l' l/ZRT after 
HVC 

~ /·1RR of MVC 
f U/Z at loNC 

If' 1/2RT 
- CT 

'I' 9O-5ORT 
l' 50-ZORT 
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was divided into an early and late phase. 

Summary. It is clear that there is a need for measurements of 

the rate of force development, and the duration and rate of force decay 

in repetitively activated motor units. Not only ~1i11 the values of 

force-development and -decay parameters for the initial fatigue-test 

tetanus prove useful for further characterizing the contractile 

properties of motor units, but the relative changes in these parameters 

after 2 min of the standard fatigue test will provide additional 

progressive fatigue indices (2-min/initial value) for comparison with 

the conventional progressive fatigue index. These issues are addressed 

in the Aim 2 study. 

Motor-Unit Fatigue in Experimental Animals: Additional Issues. 

Underlying the present Aim 1 and Aim 2 studies are three 

additional issues. Two of these, mechanisms and frequency dependence of 

motor-unit fatigue, are covered in this section. The third, testing for 

the association between the biochemical properties of eotor units and 

their fatigabilities, l'larrants a separate heading. 

Mechanisms of fatigue. As an issue separate from motor-unit 

classification, the mechanisms of motor-unit fatigue have been 

investigated to a much lesser extent. Edstrom and Kugelberg (1968) and 

Burke et al (1973) were among the first to report an association between 

fatigue in motor units ana the oxidative enzyme content of units' 

fibers, as determined by qualitative histochemistry. This association 

has been repeatedly confirmed in similar studies on a variety of cat. 

hindlimb muscles (for review: Burke, 1981). 
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Kugelberg and Lindegren (1979) made microphotometric measurements 

of succin~te dehydrogenase activity in rat tibialis anterior ~otor 

units, which was an improvement over the qualitative histochemical 

method. Using an intermittent stimulus regimen (trains of 20 stimuli at 

100 Hz delivered once per second), these authors concluded that the 

tendency for any of the peripheral sites (i.e., sites beyond the 

motoneuron cell body) to dysfunction and hence elicit fatigue was, under 

aerobic conditions, matched to the oxidative capacity of the muscle 

fibers belonging to the motor unit. For example, fast-twitch, fatigable 

motor units, although most likely to exhibit contractile fatigue, were 

also most sensitive to neuromuscular-junction failure. Although 

Kugelberg and Lindegren confirmed the relationship between the oxidative 

capacity and fatigability of a motor unit, they did not suggest that 

there was a causaJlrelationship between these motor-unit properties. 

Until recently, the Kugelberg and Lindegren (1979) work was the 

only motor-unit study to directly address cotor-unit fatigue mechanisms. 

Since most motor-unit studies have relied on the Burke regimen, cotor

unit fatigue has been assumed to be a manifestation of contractile 

failure somehow related to Ol[idative enzyme activity. Subsequently, 

however, Clamann and Robinson (1985) have characterized (with the use of 

Er.m) the electrical responses of cotor units subjected to continuous 80 

Hz sticulation. Two types of changes in the electrical activity of 

motor units were observed: 1) a smooth continuous decline in EMG which 

was attributed to fatigue at sites distal to the neuromuscular junction; 

and 2) random, abrupt changes in E~IG amplitude which were presumed to be 

cause by axonal branch-point failure. Motor-unit types could be 
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distinguished on the basis of the Er.m time course. Furthermore, the 

profile of the EMG-force association during the 80-Hz stimulation varied 

with motor-unit type. In fast fatiguing units, tetanic tension declined 

more rapidly than did integrated E~m, while in slowly fatiguing units, 

integrated EMG declined core rapidly than force (see their Figs. 4, 5 

and 6). In some of the fatigue-resistant motor units, integrated EMG 

could decline by more than 75% before there was any significant decline 

in force. 

elamann and Robinson (1985), like lCugelberg and Lindegren (1979), 

concluded that nervous and muscular cODponente of fatigue were well 

matched in a particular motor unit. In addition, they concluded that the 

site of motor-unit fatigue could not be generalized, especially across 

motor-unit types (see also, Sandercock, Faulkner, Albers and Abbrecht, 

1985) . 

Effect of Stimulus Frequency. The time course of force decline 

and recovery in whole muscle is knO\fll to be dependent on the frequency 

of activation (Edwards, Hill et al., 1977). So-called "high-frequency" 

fatigue, produced by high-frequency stimulation (greater than 50 Hz in 

hucans), is characterized by a rapid decline in force and mIG followed 

by a relatively rapid and complete recovery of both. This profile is 

generally attributed to a failure in excitation of skeletal muscle 

fibers at either the axonal branch-point, neuromuscular junction, 

muscle-fiber membrane or T-tubules (cf., however, Metzger and Fitts, 

1986) . Low-frequency stimulation (less than 50 Hz in humans) of l~hole 

muscle, on the other hand, leads to a diminution of force output that 

remains depressed for several hours after stimulation, presumably due to 
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a failure in excitation-contraction coupling. 

The characteristics of motor-unit fatigue have, like human whole

cuscle fatigue, been shmm to be frequency dependent. In those cotor 

units of the cat cedial gastrocnemius which exhibited force decline, 

continuous stioulation at 10 Hz and 80 Hz produced responses similar to 

low- and high-frequency fatigue, respectively (Sandercoci{ et al., 1985). 

Intermittent stimulation of motor units by the Burke regimen has 

been reported to produce long-lasting after-effects in the force 

response of motor units in two cat hindlimb muscles. These effects, 

which are characteristic of low-frequency fatigue (i.e., excitation

contraction coupling failure), are prevalent in the fast-twitch motor

unit populations (Jami et al., 1983; Sandercock et al., 1985). Fig. 4 

illustrates the effect of 40 Hz intermittent stimulation on a type FF 

motor unit of the cat peroneus tertius auscle. 

Fatigue and the Biochemical Properties of Motor Units 

The association between the oxidative capacity (assessed by 

histochemical staining) and fatigability of motor units is t'lell kno(lm 

(for reviet1: Burke, 1981). The study of the cetabolic capacity of motor 

units has, until recently, presented a perplexing problem not 

encountered in single-fiber and l'1hole-muscle investigations where the 

processes underlying force generation and energy supply are accessible 

to a variety of analyses, including enzymatic assay. In contrast, the 

biochemical properties of cotor units, which are identified in glycogen

depleted, thin cross-sections, have been accessible only by 

histochemical stains, usually based on qualitative assessment. 
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Before fatigue test After fatigue test 

~ 
30s 10min 30min 1 hr 

FF n J\ Y1 ~ ~180 mN 

~180 mN 

40/s 

1 s 

Fig. 4. Emergence of Delayed Fatigue. 

Shown are force waveforms produced by the Burke regimen in a type FF 
(top) and FR (bottom) motor unit of the cat peroneus tertius. The FF 
unit was stimulated for a total of 30 s (vertical dashed line indicates 
the end of stimulation for FF unit), while the FR unit was stimulated 
for 120 s. Muscle action potentials are not shown, but they apparently 
did not vary. The fatigue test was interposed at the arrow. Fatigue 

~. 

indices were 0.06 and 0.84 for the FF and FR unit, respectively. (From 
Jami et al., 1983; their Fig. 4). 
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Muscle fibers that cannot be discriminated on the basis of 

histochemical stains show a wide spectrum of biochemical characteristics 

when the levels of enzyme activity are measured using the relatively 

recent technique of single fiber microchemistry (Spamer and Pette, 1977; 

Lowry et al., 1980). 

Single-fiber microchemical analysis has only recently been 

applied to the fibers of single motor units. At first, this required a 

painstalcing longitudinal dissection of a cotor unit I s glycogen-depleted 

fibers from the muscle. This was complicated by the necessity of 

identifying these fibers from among the hundreds of fibers composing the 

muscle (Nemeth, Pette and Vrbova, 1981). Recently, Nemeth has 

circumvented this difficulty with a new technique which allows for the 

relatively rapid removal of segments of motor-unit fibers (identified by 

glycogen-depletion) from muscle cross-sections (Nemeth et al., 1986). 

With this approach, the metabolic-enzyme activities of type-identified 

motor units have been compared with their physiological properties, 

including fatigability. Fatigue-resistance was found to be closely 

correlated to the activities of the oxidative enzymes across motor unit 

types (Nemeth et al., 1981; Nemeth et al., 1987; Hamm et al., 1988). 

However, since Edstrom and Grimby (1986) assert that "the capability of 

muscle fibers to Iceep up tension is clearly related to their quantity of 

oxidati ve enzymes," then there should also be an association between 

motor-uni t fatigability and oxidative enzyme activity both across and 

within motor-unit types. 

Among a small sample of type FF motor units (n=6), there was no 

correlation between the activities of the specific oxidative enzymes 
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measured and the ability of the motor unit to withstand fatigue (Hamm et 

al., 1988). If, hm'lever, one "unusual" type FF motor unit l'laS 

eliminated from the sample, Fig. 5 shows a strong relationship between 

the glycolytic capacity of the fibers and the fatigue sensitivity of the 

motor unit. Unfortunately, there was insufficient data to make similar 

analyses on type FR and S units. 

Since metabolic pathways playa role (direct or indirect) in 

fatigue, the Nemeth et al. (1987) analysis suggests that the standard 

fatigue test and the associated progressive fatigue index do not 

adequately discriminate fatigue characteristics within motor-unit types 

such that these can be compared to the wide-range of biochemical 

properties that are measurable. For this reason, alternate fatigue 

tests need to be designed which can produce a range of fatigabUi ties 

among motor units of a given type such that associations between the 

acti vi ties of metabolic enzymes and the mechanical function of motor 

units can be more extensively investigated. 

Among the units analyzed in the present investigation, 

stimulation was continued for >20 oin in 22 type FR and 9 type S motor 

units. Although not the focus of the Aim 1 study, it can be noted that 

after prolonged stimulation by the Burke et al. (1973) regimen, type FR 

units seem to exhibit a range of fatigabilities. Type S units, on the 

other hand, even after 60 Din of intermittent stimulation shm'l little 

evidence of fatigue (cf. Fig. 14 in Chapter 4). The situation for type 

FF units is quite different. These highly fatigable units lose their 

ability to produce force well before 2 min of fatigue-test stimulation. 

Therefore, prolonging the current test to promote further force decline 
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Fig. 5. Relationships Between Metabolic Enzyme Activities and Motor-unit 
Fatigabili ty. 

The physiological index of fatigue for the six type FF tibialis 
posterior motor units shown in this figure was the time to reach 50% of 
initial force (T50) during the standard 2-min fatigue test. T50 is 
plotted against the activities of lactate dehydrogenase (LOH; A.) and 
malate dehydrogenase (MOH: ru which determined by microchemical assa~7s 
on the muscle fibers of the motor unit. The regression lines (solid) 
were calculated excluding one unit (marked by an "x" in both Ii. and !D 
which displayed marked potentiation. The correlation between LOH 
activity and T50 was significant (r=0.85: p<0.05). No correlation was 
found between MDH activity and T50 (r=0.003; p>O.4). (From Nemeth et 
al .• 1987: their Fig. 2). 
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is inappropriate for these units. Conversely, "softening" the fatigue 

test, by reducing the rate of motor unit activation, for example, might 

lead to a broader range of fatigue indices for type FF units. 

Summary: Motor-Unit Fatigue 

Motor-unit fatigue is not a simple process that is easily 

generalized. The site, or sites, of fatigue is dependent upon the test 

employed. Furthermore, given a particular fatigue-testing regimen, the 

fatigue characteristics of one motor unit cannot be used to predict 

those of other units. Fatigue tests used across motor-unit types may 

only provide generalities about their classification into a limited 

number of groups. To study a specific site of fatigue across motor-unit 

types, it seems necessary to employ different tests suited to the 

particular properties of that unit type. 

Rationale for the Present Study 

In the above reviet'l, the ',arious concerns and issues that have 

prompted the present Aim 1 and Aim 2 studies were presented. These are 

summarized belmq. 

Aim~ In the motor-unit literature there is the near-exclusive 

use of one fatigue-testing stimulation regimen, one measure of force, 

and one index of fatigue to characterize motor-unit fatigue. Given this 

apparent standardization, it is surprising that the time course of the 

magnitude of force during the fatigue test has not been better 

'characterized, particularly in terms of force potentiation in the 

different motor-unit types. Equally surprising is the unwillingness of 
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investigators to deviate from these standard measurements, although it 

may be ''Jarranted. For example, there has been Ii ttle account of force 

changes during single stimulus trains, as often occurs following 

substantial force decline in type FF motor units. It has been suggested 

that the force-time integral may, in this case, be more r~presentative 

of the relative abilities of the different unit types to produce force 

(Gardiner et al., 1987). These issues underscore the need for a 

systematic investigation of force profiles during the entire time course 

of the standard fatigue test and for a systematic critique of the the 

standard force measureeent and fatigue index. In Aim 1, two rarely used 

measurements which characterize the magnitude force were compared to the 

conventional peak-force measurement in terms of their time courses and 

in their use in calculating three fatigue indices. 

Aim 2. There is a surprising lack of information on force 
/ 

development in unfatigued or fatigued preparations. Current information 

on the rate of tetanic force development may be cisleading because it 

does not account for possible differences between muscle fibers and 

hence motor units. In fact, measurements of isometric-twitch 

contraction time during fatigue of single motor units underscore the 

importance of considering such differences. In comparison to force 

development, there is core information on changes in force decay during 

fatigue, particularly in t'Jhole-muscle preparations. Given the possible 

physiological implications of fatigue-induced changes in force decay, it 

is important to establish how these effects are manifested in the 

different motor-unit types. In Aim 2, force development and decay were 

measured in repetitively tetanized (40 Hz, Z3V ms duration) motor units. 
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These measurements are new to the motor-unit literature and add to the 

understanding of the effect of fatigue on single motor units. 



CHAPTER 3 

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND: CHARACTERISTICS OF CAT 

TIBIALIS POSTERIOR MUSCLE 

Anatomical Orientation 
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Tibialis posterior is a relatively small (average nass = 0.75 g; 

McDonagh, 1979), flat muscle lying deep in the posterior compartment of 

the cat hindlimb. There is some confusion, in the literature, regarding 

its anatomlCul orientation (e.g., Reighard and Jennings, 1935, McDonagh, 

1979, Binder and Osborne, 1985) which prompted a recent investigation in 

our laboratory (Pierce, unpublished observations). 

The orientation of the tibialis posterior relative to the tibia 

and fibula is shown in Fig. 6A. The muscle has two heads: one which 

originates from a relatively discrete area on the medial surface of the 

head of the fibula, and the other which attaches for several millimeters 

along the medial edge of the posterior surface of the tibia. From these 

origins, the orientation of the muscle with respect to the the tibia 

changes. Due, in part, to the presence of the flexor hallicus longus 

muscle, tibialis posterior rotates such that the body of the muscle lies 

along the medial surface of the tibia. 

Distally, the muscle forms a long, slender tendon that passes, 

first, over the dorsal groove on the medial surface of the distal end of 

the tibia and, then, over a groove on the ventral surface of the 

navicular bone. The tendon divides and inserts on both the outer 

tuberosity of the navicular and the proximal end of the ventral surface 
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Medial 

Fig. 6. Anatomical Characteristics of the Tibialis Posterior Muscle in 
the Cat. 

A- shows the orientation of the tibialis posterior muscle in the left 
hindlimb from a posterior view. The dotted line indicates the 
approximate plane which divides the muscle into two compartments. In ~ 
the two compartments of the muscle are drawn separately. The 
orientation of the fibers with respect to the intramuscular tendon 
(darkened lines) is shown. 
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of the medial cuneiform. 

Interestingly, Pierce (unpublished observations) found that 

tibialis posterior could easily be separated into two distinct 

compartments, along the intramuscular tendon by gently probing the 

distal tendon (Fig 6B). These compartments, which were called TPfib and 

TPtib , have separate origins and Day contribute to different functions 

of the muscle. 

Muscle Architecture 

Tibialis posterior has been described as both a bipennate 

(McDonagh. 1979; Sacks and Roy. 1982; Binder and Osborne. 1985) and a 

fusiform (Reighard and Jennings. 1935) muscle in the cat. The work of 

Pierce (unpublished) extends the former view. with TPtib being bipennate 

and TPfib being unipennate (Fig. 6B). 

McDonagh (1979) reported that the muscle fibers of cat tibialis 

posterior varied in length (6-10.5 mm) and angle of pennation (20-450 • 

relative to the intramuscular tendon) depending upon their proximal-to

distal location in the muscle. Sacks and Roy (1982). on the other hand. 

claimed that. in general. the muscle fibers were of similar lengths and 

angles of pennation (approximately 140 ). 

Classification of Muscle Fibers and Motor Units 

Sixty motor axone (Boyd and Davey. 1968) innervate the 

approximately 25.500 muscle fibers of tibialis posterior. 

Histochemistry of whole-muscle cross-sections of tibialis posterior 

(e.g .• McDonagh. 1979) reveals a heterogeneous muscle-fiber population 
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ahich can be classified according to established muscle-fiber 

classification schemes (Peter et al., 1972; Chapter 2). Similarly, the 

existing physiological cotor-unit classification scheme (Burke et al., 

1973; Chapter 2) is applicable to the eotor units of this muscle. Type 

S, FR, F(int) and FF motor units cake up approximately 42%, 20%, 8% and 

30%, of the total population, respectively (McDonagh, 1979). 

Functional Role in the Cat 

Given its anatomical orientation, tibialis posterior can function 

as a foot plantar-flexor and/or ankle inverter. Both functions have been 

described (Crouch, 1969; McDonagh, 1979; Abraham and Loeb, 1985). 

According to Abraham and Loeb (1985), both functions of the muscle are 

expressed during normal locomotion in the cat. The predominance of one 

action over the other changes during the stance phase. ~fuen the ankle 

is extended, such as at the end of the stance phase, tibialis postericr 

exerts relatively more force in the direction of extension. However, 

earlier in the stance phase, its ankle inverting action probably 

dominates in order to stabilize the foot against eversion (balanced by 

peroneal muscles which counteract inversion). 

Rationale for Muscle Selection 

The cat tibialis posterior was used as the test muscle in these 

experiments because our laboratory had previously established the 

requisite extensive surgical and recording procedures. This prior 

experience with the in situ tibialis posterior preparation contributed 

to stable and reproducible expericental conditions. 
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The motor units of tibialis posterior have a wide range of 

physiological properties. Virtually all of this variety was accounted 

for in the present results. Since tibialis posterio~ contains only 60 

motor units it was possible to obtain a representative sample in 

selected experiments. Realistically. this situation could not have been 

achieved in one of the larger. heterogeneous muscles of the cat 

hindlimb. For example. cedial gastrocnemius comprises over 300 motor 

uni ts. Only a small. potentially biased. sample of these could be 

investigated in anyone experiment. 



CHAPTER 4 

FIRST AnI STUDY: EVALUATION OF FORCE PARAMETERS USED TO 

CHARACTERIZE THE RESPONSE OF SINGLE MOTOR UNITS 

TO A STANDARDIZED FATIGUE TEST 

Suocary 
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1. This study was undertaken on 32 deeply anesthetized adult 

cats. It purpose was to compare the tice courses of three force 

parameters which characterize the magnitude of force during repetitive 

activation of single motor units, and to determine ,~hether different 

force parameters or indices of fatigue provided similar measures of 

motor-unit fatigability. 

2. Motor units of the tibialis posterior muscle (N=89) were 

divided into four types based on two physiological tests. The sag test 

was used to separate units into slow- (S; nelS) or fast-twitch (F; n=71) 

categories. The test consisted of a 500 ros train of stimuli with 

interstimulus intervals that were 1.25% of the twitch contraction tine of 

each cotor unit. A fatigue test was used to separate type F units into 

those of 10\11 (FR). intermediate (F(int» and high (FF) fatigability. It 

consisted of 40 Hz, 330 os stimulus trains repeated l/s for at least 4 

oin. 

3. The force parameters included: peak force. average (steady

state) f=rce and integrated force. For each of these force parameters, 

the 4-min time course was constructed and three indices of fatigability 

were determined. The fatigue indices included: the conventional 
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progressive fatigue index (PFI) t'1hich compares the initial and 2-min 

forces; a progressive index which gauges the 2-min force decline after 

the peak of force potentiation, if present; and, a cumulative index 

based on the initial 4 min of the fatigue test. 

4. There t1aS considerable variability in the forces exerted in 

the first 4 min of the fatigue test by all cotor-uni t types. Units 

could be distinguished based on the appearance and time course of 

potentiation. Non-potentiating units, regardless of unit type, had less 

variable force time courses. 

5. For each motor unit, the conventional classification 

(determined by sag and progressive fatigue index calculated with peak 

force) was compared to classifications based on sag and all possible 

combinations of force parameter and fatigue index. For all type Sand 

FF units there were no discrepancies between the conventional and other 

means of classification indicating that the classification of these 

units by conventional criteria was relatively secure. In contrast, the 

combination of force ceasurecent and fatigue index affected the 

classification of 33% (13/39) of the F units that had intermediate to 

low fatigability. Thus, the distinction between a substantial number of 

conventionally classified FR and F(int) units depended on the cethods 

use to quantify their force profile throughout the fatigue test. 

Introduction 

r,lotor un! ts composing a variety of muscles in several species, 

particularly the cat, are amenable to physiological classification (for 

review: Burke, 1981; Stuart et al., 1984). The properties that have 
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proven cost va luable for thi s purpose are: 1) .f sometr ic-twi tch 

contraction time or "sag" (profi Ie of unfused tetanus), for the 

separation of units into slow- (S) and fast-twitch (F) categories: and 

2) fatigability. At present. the most \'lidely used test of motor-unit 

fatigability is an intermittent regimen of motoneuron or motor-axon 

stimulation (0.1 os shocks) that consists of stimulus trains of 330 IDS 

duration and 40 Hz frequency that are repeated (l/s) for at least 2 min 

(Burke et a!., 1973). MIen subjected to this regimen, S units remain 

uniformly fatigue resistant. In contrast, F units separate into fatigue 

resistant (FR), intermediately fatigable (F(int» and highly fatigable 

(FF) subgroups. These various effects are commonly quantified by the 

Progressive Fatigue Index (PFI) which is the peak force of the 2-min 

tetanus expressed as a fraction of the initial peak force. 

The physiological classification of motor units, particularly of 

F units, depends critically upon the ability of the investigator to 

quantify the process of motor-unit fatigue. This dependence on one 

phYSiological measurement has raised issues such as whether or not 

fatigabili ty can be adequately assessed by (1) peak force, which does 

not account for fatigue-related changes in waveforn shape; and/or (2) 

fatigue indices which often consider only the initial and 2-min forces. 

For example, it has recently been suggested that the force-time integral 

may be a more sensitive indicator of fatigue-induced reductions in force 

than the more generally measured peak force (Gardiner and Ohla, 1987). 

In addition, alternative fatigue indices have been proposed in order to 

account for force potentiation which can occur during the fatigue test 

(for an ad seriatim review: Stephens et al., 1973; Reinking et al., 
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1975; McDonagh et al., 1980b; Kernell et al., 1983; Botteroan et al., 

1985) . 

In the present study, a detailed analysis was made of the 

individual force waveforms recorded from single motor units subjected to 

the standard fatigue test. The purpose was to compare the time course 

of force during repetitive motor-unit activation and to determine 

whether different force measurements or indices of fatigue influenced 

the classification of the units into different types. This chapter 

shows that there was considerable variability in the forces exerted in 

the first 4 min of the fatigue test by all motor-unit types and that the 

force l3easurement and fatigue index employed affect the assignment of 

motor units into the FR and F(int) categories. 

A preliminary account of the present results has been reported 

(Gordon et al., 1986). 

Materials and Methods 

The procedures used for functional isolation and selective 

activation of single motor units in this investigation are sioilar to 

those previously used in this laboratory (McDonagh et al., 1980b; 

Gordon, Haom, Enoka, Reinking, Windhorst and Stuart, 1987). Eighty-nine 

motor units were isolated in 32 experiments. This suggests that each 

experiment had a relatively low motor-unit yield (approximately 3 

units/experiment). However, 25 experiments were designed such that only 

one motor uni t per test muscle was isolated. Motor units from these 

experiments were glycogen depleted and tested for the association 

between their fatigability and oxidative enzyme activities. The results 
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are not directly related to the present study and have been published 

elsel'lhere (Nemeth et aI., 1987; Hamm et aI., 1988). In the glycogen

depletion experiments, both hindlimbs were surgically prepared and, 

thus, a maximum of two motor units per experiment were investigated. In 

the remaining seven experiments, several motor units were isolated from 

a single test muscle. 

described belml. 

Surgical Procedures 

The surgical preparation for one hindlimb is 

Experiments were performed on adult cats (1.7 - 4.8 leg) which 

were deeply anestheti,zed wi th sodium pentobarbi tal. The core 

temperature of each cat was maintained at 37!)oC via thermister

controlled heating mats and lamps. The hindlimb was denervated except 

for the nerue innervating the tibialis posterior Eluscle. The skin of 

the hindlimb was used to form a paraff in-oil bath that ~'las kept at 

37~10C. A' low-compliance line served to attach the tendon of the test 

muscle in series to a force transducer. The muscle was lengthened to 

exert a passive force of approximately 500 eN prior to manipulations of 

the spinal cord. The LS-S1 ventral roots "Jere transected proximally 

followed by removal of the spinal cord from approximately L4 to S2. The 

isolated ventral roots t~ere then stimulated in succession while 

recording \qhole-muscle force. Those ventral roots (usually L7 or L7+LS) 

~~hose stilllulation resulted in any amount of detectable force in tibialis 

posterior were divided using forceps into 30-40 fine filaments. The 

spinal bath was filled with paraffin oil that stabilized at a 

temperature of approximately 350C. The nerve innervating the tibialis 
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posterior muscle was suspended over a spring-mounted bipolar electrode 

which was used either to record electrical (neurographic) activity or to 

stimulate the whole muscle. 

Data-recording Arrangement 

tlliole-muscle and cotor-unit forces were recorded using commercial 

transducers capable of measuring forces in the 0.1 eN - 100 N range. 

Electromyographic acti vi ty (EMG) was conitored with a apr ing-mounted, 

uninsulated, stainlesJ-steel wire which was inserted along the 

intramuscular tendon in a distal-to-proximal direction or by a silver

ball electrode which was placed in contact with the visible surface of 

the muscle. In both cases, a needle electrode inserted into denervated 

hindlimb musculature served as the reference. The experimental set-up 

is shown schematically in Fig. 7. 

Prior to isolation of single motor un! ts, whole muscle length

tension properties were determined using a minimal number of single 

supramaximal muscle-nerve stimuli. Whole-muscle twitch contraction time 

and peal< tld tch force were determined from force records at Lo (the 

shortest length yielding maximal twitch force). These values were 

oeasured periodically during the experiments as an index of the 

condition of the ouscle. An experiment was terminated if whole-muscle 

isometric twitch force decreased to 70% of its initial value. 

Ventral-root filaments were activated repetitively (2.5 Hz) with 

square-\qave electrical impulses (0.1 os duration; 2.5-3.0 times 

threshold voltage) by a monopolar, stainless-steel electrode (anode) 

referred to a sicilar electrode (cathode) embedded in the back 
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PROCEDURES MEASUREMENTS 

I. Whole mu.cle len9th-ten,ion relationship--- Relative muscle length (mm) 

2. Ilol.te lingle motor unit 

I Unit 2 Units 
NG -'--"v- -----'\! 
EMG -'\r- JI..r-
Force __________ ~ 

3. Motor unit len9th-tension relationship 

4. "Average" twitch (N: B- 16) 

5. Sag test 

6. Peak tetanus 

7. Fatigue test (sl 

I . , . ,--,-" 
! 

4 min 

~ Peak twitch rorce (mN) 

___ As above 

--~ Contraction time (ms) 

S FF. FOntl. FR 

" Peak tetanic rorce (mN) 

___ Fatigue Index: Fore. (mNl at 2 min 
Initial roree (mN) 

8. Repeat steps 2-7 on additional motor unit. 

9. Repeat step I 

Fig. 7. Summary of the Recording Arrangement, Experimental Protocol and 
Physiological Measurements. 

Shown is a schematic summary of the present experiments. The fatigue 
index indicated here is the standard progressive one (PFI; Burke et a1., 
1973) . The two other fatigue indices used in this investigation are 
explained in the text. Abbreviations: NG, neurogram; VR, ventral-root 
filament. 
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musculature. Concomitant with activation of each filament, muscle force 

and EfIIG were observed and an action potential t1aS averaged from the 

neurogrs~bic activity. Stinulation of some filaments resulted in none 

of the above responses. These filaments were discarded. A single motor 

unit was considered to be isolated when a unitary action potential 

appeared in tbe averaged neurogram and when the profile or magnitude of 

both the force and Ef.IG responses showed no dependence on stinulus 

strengths above threshold. Ventral-root filaments thought to contain 

two or more tibialis posterior motor axons were further divided until 

the above criteria were met. For the measurements of motor-unit 

properties, the ventral root filaments supplying single motor units were 

stimulated at 2-3 times threshold voltage. 

Experimental Protocol 

The protocol used to characterize each motor unit involved five 

steps: (1) l\iotor-uni t Lo was established in a manner analogous to the 

whole muscle. All of the subsequent tests were conducted at this muscle 

length. (2) An on-line average of 8-16 twitches (at 0.1 Hz) ~as 

obtained for estimation of isometric-twitch contraction time; (3) A 500 

ms unfused tetanus was recorded (stimulus frequency = 0.8 x 

1/contraction time) to reveal the absence (S units) or presence (F 

units) of a sag in the force profile (1.e., the "sag" test of Burl<e et 

al.. 1973). (4) A peak tetanic response was elicited by a stimulus 

train at either 100 Hz (500 os duration) for S units or 200 Hz (250 ms 

duration) for F units. (5) Fatigability was determined by intermittent 

(l/s) stimulation with 40 Hz (330 ms duration) stimulus trains. These 
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trains ~7ere continued for 6-15 Din for faster fatiguing units and up to 

1 hr for fatigue-resistant units. 

All data t1ere recorded on pr·f tape for off line analysis. 

Data Analysis 

The average isometric-twitch contraction tine, profile of unfused 

tetanus (sag test) and peak tetanic force of each unit were obtained 

from taped information using a digital oscilloscope. Individual 

fatigue-test force waveforms were digitized off-line at 800 Hz for a 

duration of 640 DS. Examples of typical initial and 2-min waveforms are 

shown in Fig. 8. In the first 17 experiments, every single waveform in 

the first 4-6 l3in of the fatigue test was digitized. In subsequent 

experiments, every single (fatigable units) ~r every tenth (non

fatigable units) force waveform was digitized for up to 6 min or 1 hr of 

the fatigue test, respectively. Custom sofblare was used to measure 

three values from the digitized force waveforms: peak force, average 

force and integrated force (see Fig. 9). 

Three fatigue indices were determined using each of the three 

force measurements. (1) The PFI tJas the quotient of the peak force 

produced after 2 min of stiEJulation divided by the initial pew~ force 

(Burl<e et al., 1973). Values of PFI > 0.75, bett1een 0.75 and 0.25, and 

< 0.25 were used to classify the cotor units into FR, F(int) and FF 

groups, respectively. (2) The Kernell fatigue index (KFI; Kernell et 

al. 1975) was a modified form of the PFI that toolt into account force 

potentiation. Force potentiation was defined as a >3% increase in the 

force of any stimulus train up to 4 min after the initial train. The 
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Fig. 8. Fatigue-related Changes in Motor-unit Force Profiles. 

Shown are initial (~ and 2 min (~ force waveforms developed during the 
fatigue test. The responses are divided according to motor-unit type 
with type FF units (n=3) at the top: type FR dnits (n=2) in the middle 
and type S (n=l) on the bottom. Note the variability in the shapes of 
the individual profiles and the relative differences between initial and 
2 min waveforms for each motor-unit type. 
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Force (mN) 

Time (ms) o 16 189 320 488 640 

Fig. 9. Diagrammatic Representation of Force Measurements. 

Single motor units were activated with intermittent (lis) 330 ms trains 
of stimuli (at 40 Hz). Force responses (F(t» were digitized for 640 ms 
at 800 Hz (1.25 us/pt) starting with the occurrence of the first 
stimulus. Three measurements were obtained from each digi tized 
waveform: (1) peak force was the maximal value (average of 3 consecutive 
points) of F(t); (2) integrated force was the sum of all values of F(t) 
beb~een 16 and 488 ms; (3) average steady-state force was the sum of 
F(t) values between 189 and 320 ms divided by 105 (i.e., the number of 
digitized values in the selected time range). 
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KFI was the inverse of the quotient of the peak, maximally potentiated, 

force and the peak force exerted 2 min (120 stimulus trains) later. The 

limits of fatigability used to assign motor-unit types for the KFI were 

the same as those for the PFI. (3) A cumulative fatigue index (CFI: 

Reinking et al., 1975) was determined by summing the forces exerted in 

the first 4 min of the fatigue test and by dividing the force 

accumulated after 2 min by that accumulated at 4 min. CFI values of < 

0.6 and> 0.8 provided the boundaries for classification of FR+S and FF 

groups, respective\y. 

units. 

Values between these extremes delimited F(int) 

Custom-designed software was used to determine means, standard 

deviations and ranges of the data. Commercially available statistical 

software was used to perform Mann-lihitney U-tests (for determination of 

significant differences between independent variates) and Wilcoxon 

matched-pairs signed-ranks tests (for determination of differences 

between paired variates). 

Results 

The neuromechanical properties of 89 tibialis posterior motor 

units are summarized in Table 4. The distributions of these properties 

are shotm in Fig. 10. Units were initially classified as S, FR, F(int) 

and FF on the basis of the "sag" test and the standard PFI (quotient of 

peak forces of initial and 2 min fatigue-test tetani) (Burke et aI., 

1973). Except where specified, motor-unit types mentioned in the 

following discussions are assigned by these conventional criteria. 

In general, isometric-twitch contraction time or the sag-test 
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TABLE 4. Neuromechanical Properties of the Present Motor-unit Sample. 

Motor-unit type 5 FR F(jnt) FF 
--------------

Sample size (n) 1B 27 12 32 

Classification ~araaeters 
Progressive fatigue index 1.05 ±. 0.15 1.23 ±. 0.65 0.57 ±. 0.15 0.03 ±. 0.03 

(0.80-1.32) (0.77-3.70) (0.32-0.73) (0.01-0.15) 

Sag + + + 

Other ~raBeters 
Peak tetanic force (mN) 42.8 ±. 45.0 202.8 ±.166.9 312.5 ±. 301.4 586.0 ±.377.8 

(2.0-178.3) (29.3-679.7) (14.4-996.0) (24.0-1338.0) 

Twitch contraction time (ms) 45.2 ±. 5.6 23.6 ±.6.1 27.2 ±. 7.0 22.5 ±.4.0 
(35.2-57.2) (16.6-44.2) (19.0-45.4) (16.6-29.7) 

'!e!Jles are mean ±... SD (range). The sample includes 88 units which were 
classified on the basis of the conventional (2 min) progressive fatigue 
index and the sag test (Burke et a1., 1973); and 1 unit, i-lhich was 
subjected to an incorrect stimulation frequency during the sag test~ It 
was classified on the basis of isometric-twitch contraction time and 
fatigability (cf., McDonagh et al., 1980b). 
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Shown are the distributions of isometric-twitch contraction time (A)", 
maximum tetanic force (~ and conventional progressive fatigue index (£) 
for the present sample of type S, FR, F(int) and FF motor units (from 
top to bottom). Note the wide distribution of tetanic forces for FF 
units in comparison to the other unit types. This may be due to 
preferential atrophy in these units due to the fact that the present 
population of test animals had been housed in cages (Robinson et al., 
1987) . 
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l·tos t 

investigators agree, however, that none of these procedures, even when 

combined with histochemical information about motor-unit muscle fibers, 

can provide an unambiguous separation of a representative sample of the 

motor units in a particular muscle (for an ad seriatim reviet'l, see: 

Burke et al., 1973; McDonagh et al., 1980b; Fleshman et al., 1981; 

Kernell et al., 1983; Botterman et 01., 1985). In the present study, we 

excluded 3 units from analysis. Tt-'iO of these were S-liice except for 

unusually fast contraction times (22.4 and 29.2 ms). Contraction times 

of type S units were not observed in this range in previous studies on 

this muscle where histochemical information was available to confirm the 

auscle fiber type (McDonagh et 01., 1980b; Hamm et 01., 1988). In 

contrast, it has been shown that type F units may have contraction times 

that extend into the type S range (McDonagh et al., 1980b; their Table 

4). In the present study, 1 FR and 1 FUnt) unit of this type ~lere 

observed, with contraction times of 44.2 and 45.2 cs, respectively. The 

third unit excluded from the present study had an unusual combination of 

properties including: an ambiguous sag profile due to noise in the force 

record, an intermediate contraction tine (31.9 rns), and an extremely 

small tetanic force (23 mN). Given these characteristics a secure 

classification (of either S or FR) could not be made. 

In comparison to a previous sample of tibialis posterior motor 

units from this laboratory (McDonagh et al., 1980b), the present fast

twitch units had significantly (p<O.05) faster contraction times. 

Furthermore, the type S, FR and FF uni ts reported here exerted 

significantly less (p<O.05) tetanic tension than did the corresponding 
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unit types reported by McDonagh et al. (1980b). 

The discrepancies between the data obtained in this investigation 

and those of loicDonagh and coworkers (1980b) might be accounted for by 

the relatively more sedentary nature of the present population of test 

animals due to a change in ani~al-procurement procedures at this 

institution. Increased myofibrillar protein catabolism and fiber-type 

conversion from type so (slow, oxidative) to type FOG (fast, oxidative, 

glycolytic) secondary to reduced use cay account for decreased force and 

faster contraction tices, respectively (for review: see Rankin, 1987). 

Motor-unit contraction times tend to decrease in response to reduced use 

with the most predominant effect being seen in type S motor units 

(Bagust, 1979; lI!ayer, Burke, Toop, Hodgson, Kanda and Walmsley, 1981). 

Two recent investigations of the properties of tibialis posterior motor 

units support this rationale. First, conduction velocities of single 

tibialis posterior motor axons in cats taken from the same "pool" of 

test animals as those in the present investigation tended to be faster 

than those reported by McDonagh et a!. (1980b) (Gordon et. aI, 1987). 

Given the relationship between contraction time and conduction velocity 

(for review: Stuart and Enoka, 1983), this is consistent with the faster 

contraction tices observed in the present study. Second, thi s 

laboratory recently reported the appearance of low-force- or no-force

producing units in tibialis posterior following 3 t1eeks of hindlimb 

it:U'.ilobiUzation (Robinson et a!., 1987). It was proposed that these 

units were primarily type FF units which had experienced severe, 

preferential atrophy. Assuming that the processes leading to these 

results had occurred to some extent in the activity-restricted animals 
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used in the present study. this could account for the decreased tetanic 

forces observed. In fact. low-force producing type FF units were 

distributed across all experieents and were not associated tdth cats 

having particularly low body t1eights. These results coepelled us to 

include some relatively soall force-exerting units that eight otherwise 

have been discarded (cf .• Table 1; Fig. 10). 

Average Time Course of Force During the Fatigue test 

The profile of the average time course of force in the first 4 

min of the fatigue tes t t'las dif f eren t for each motor-unit type (Fig. 

11). On average. type Sand FR units recained relatively resistant to 

fatigue throughout the 4 min of stimulation while type FUnt) and FF 

units exhibited force declines which were qualitatively similar in shape 

but different in magnitude. 

In addition to these differences in the average force time 

courses. there were also unit-type distinctions in the variability of 

force (Fig. 11). This indicated that the present stimulus regimen not 

only produced di fferences beb1een motor-unit types but also had 

qualitatively different effects within a particuJar unit type. Type S 

uni ts t1ere considerable less variable than t1ere type F units. Among 

type F units. type FR units t1ere consistently more variable throughout 

the 4-min time course. The basis of the variability in the total-unit 

sample was investigated by dividing units into potentiating (>3% 

increase above initial force) and non-potentiating samples and by 

comparing the ti~e course of force and its variability in these samples 

(Fig. 12). Only peak force was considered in this anaiysis because no 



Fig. 11. Time Course of Peak Force During the Fatigue Test: Total 
Motor-unit Population. 

This figure shows the average ~SD (vertical bars) peak forces exerted 
by 18 type S (A). 27 type FR (~. 12 type FI (£). and 32 type FF (~ 
motor units during 4 min of the fatigue test. Forces were averaged at 
10 s intervals for the first 1 min of the fatigue test and every 30 s 
thereafter to 4 min. 
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Fig. 11. Time Course of Peak Force During the Fatigue Test: Total 
Motor-unit Population. 



Fig. 12. Comparison of Peak Force Time Courses: Potentiating vs. Non
potentiating Motor Units. 

Shown are the mean:!:.. SD (vertical bars) peak forces exerted during 4 min 
of the fatigue test. Forces ~ere averaged every 10 s for the first min 
of the fatigue test and every 30 s thereafter. The potentiating units 
are shown in the four left-most panels: A. type S (n=ll); Q... type FR 
(n=20); ~ type FI (nc 4); and §.., type FF (n=13) motor units. Non
potentiating units are shown in !L type S (n=7); ~ type FR (n=7); [, 
type FI (ncB); and ~ type FF (n=19). 



Fig. 12. Comparison of Peak Force Time Courses: Potentiating vs. Non
potentiating Motor Units. 
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significant differences were found between average profiles of peak, 

average or integrated force for any motor-unit type (see Appendix Fig. 

A1) • 

Variabili ty in Potentiating and Non-potent!ating Units. For a 

particular motor-unit type, non-potentiating units were considerably 

less variable than were the corresponding potentiating units (Fig. 12). 

This was least evident when comparing potentiating and non-potentiating 

type S units, but the total type S unit sample was relatively uniform to 

begin with (Fig. 11). The lack of variability within a non-potentiating 

~otor-unit type suggested that the process(es) underlying force decline 

was (were) similar among units of that type. Motor units that exhibited 

potentiation were highly variable. Figs. 11 and 12 show that this 

variability "las of similar magnitude for the total (Fig. 11 !-!D and 

potentiating (Fig. 12 A.,Q.,~§) motor-unit samples. This suggests that 

the variability in the total-unit sample was due primarily to the 

presence of the potentiating units in that sample. Krarup (1981) has 

suggested that the time course of potentiation reflects two opposing 

~rocesses: one that leads to force augmentation and the other that leads 

to force decline. The variability in the potentiating unit sample cay 

be due to the interaction of these processes. 

Features of Potentiation. Fig. 13 shows that the occurrence of 

force potentiation was evenly distributed among the 32 experiments. 

Table 5 shows that the incidence of potentiation was greater among Sand 

FR units. Despite this similar occurrence, the potentiating S units 

differed from the corresponding F units both in terms of the time to 

pealt potentiation, which was considerably longer in S units, and the 
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Individual experiments are listed by identifying number along the 
horizontal axis. rhe total number of units investigated per experiment 
is indicated in each column (on top of stippled bar or above experiment 
number). Stippled bar represents the fraction of units in eacn 
experiment that exhibited force potentiation. Note that the occurrence 
of force potentiation was consistent across experiments. especially when 
considering the lack of representative sampling in experiments on 1 or 2 
motor units. 



TABLE 5. Features of Force Potentiation. 

Motor-unit type 

Tota I samp I e 
Sample size 

Incidence of potentiation 
(1. of sample) 

Potentiating sample 
Time to peak potentiation (s) 

Magnitude of peak potentiation 
(1. above initial) 

5 

18 

61 

)240 

22.7i14.9 
(4.7-52.2) 

[11] 

FR 

27 

74 

71.5 ibO.Sa 
(20 - )240) 

[13] 

50.5 i68.2 
(3.4-275.0) 

[20] 

83 

F( int) FF 

12 32 

33 41 

22.7 ib.4 14.9 + 3.8 
06-31l (9-20) 

[4] [13] 

b1.8 + 88.5 b3.5 i1D7.3 
00.1:;'94.3) (3.2-397.4) 

[4] [13] 

Time and magnitude values are mean ~ SD (range) [number of units]. 
Potentiation was defined as >3% increase above initial peak force. A 
total of 48 units exhibited potentiation. Of these, the forces of all 
11 S units and 7 FR units increased to a new level which was maintained 
or continued to gradually increase for at least 4 min of the fatigue 
test. In these cases, the magnitude of peak potentiation was measured 
at 4 min, and no estimation of time to peak potentiation was made since 
no definite 'peak' was established. Significant differences between 
motor-unit types are indicated by: 

a p<O.05 vs. type FF 



magnitude of potentiation, which was less in S units. 
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Among the 

potentiating F units, FR units tended to have longer times to peak 

potentiation. However, due to the variability in this measure for FR 

units, the only significant difference ~ms between type FR and FF units. 

The magnitude of potentiation in FR units also tended to be less than 

that in either F(int) or FF units, but due to variability in all types 

of F units no statistically significant differences ~JeI-e found. 

Fig. 12 shows qualitative differences in the profile of force of 

potentiating and non-potentiating motor units. 

addressed for each motor-unit type. 

These diff~rences are 

S units: Fig. 12A shows that the average time course of peak 

force for potentiating type S units increased gradually throughout the 

first 4 min of the fatigue test to a value 21% above the initial one. A 

converse time course was obtained for the non-potentiating S units (Fig. 

12B), with a gradual decrease in force to a 4-min value 10% below the 

initial one. It is obvious from these figures that both force 

potentiation and force decline in S units were gradual linear processes. 

It is interesting to note that no dramatic changes occurred in these 

prof iles throughout 1 hr sticula tion as shotm for three S uni ts in Fig. 

14A. Clearly, the standard fatigue test had a ninical effect on the 

abilities of S units to caintain force. 

FR units: Fig. 12C shows that the average time course of force 

for potentiating FR units was different from that of the corresponding S 

units. On average, peak potentiation had a greater magni tude and an 

earlier occurrence in FR as compared to S units. Following the peak of 

potentiation, the force of potentiating FR units declined in a near-
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Fig. 14. One-hour Peak Force Time Course of Fatigue-Resistant Units. 

The time courses of peak force for three Sun! ts (A.) and four FR un! ts 
units (~ for 1 hr are shown. 
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linear fashion to reach a 4-min value that t'1as 25% above the initial 

Oile. Unlike the S units, this time course was not an inverse of that 

exhibited by the non-potentiating FR units. The latter units exhibited 

a steady, near-linear force decrease to reach a 4-min value 40% below 

the ini tial force. The 1-hr force time course in FR units was 

considerably variable as demonstrated in Fig. 148. FR units ranged from 

those whose forces were, like S units, minimally effected by up to 60 

min stimulation to those ~'1hich exhibi ted a profound force loss. 

However, in all cases, the rate of force decline was relatively slow, at 

least when compared to F(int) and FF units. 

F(int) units: Fig. 12E shows that the potentiating F(int) units 

behaved, on average. more like FF than FR units, with a rapidly rising 

potentiation followed by a nonlinear force decline. Conversely. the 

non-potentiating F(int) units were characterized by a linear force 

decline that was similar to the S or FR units. 

FF units: The average force time course of the potentiating FF 

units (Fig. 12G) was clearly different from the corresponding Sand FR 

units. Unlike the other unit types. there t'las little difference between 

the average force time courses of potentiating and non-potentiating FF 

uni ts. In both samples, there was a rapid decline in force to values 

<1% of initial' at 2 min. This shows clearly that despite significant 

augmentation of early force production in the potentiating FF units, the 

two samples were equally susceptible to fatigue. 

Associat,ion Behmen Potentiation and Fatigue. For those units 

that eventually fatigue, mainly F(int) and FF units but also including 

some FR units, it t'1ould seem that force potentiation might delay the 
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subsequent force decline. Among FR units, the correlation between 

potentiation and fatigability (as judged by the time to 75% initial peak 

force; T75) tended to be positive (solid regression line in Fig. 15A). 

However, it was a weak correlation (r==0.07) because the cost faUgue

resistant FR units (T75>2400 s) exhibited very little potentiation. 

When the latter units were excluded from the analysis, there was a 

significant correlation between potentiation and fatigue resistance in 

FR units (rc O.89; p<O.OOl~. 

In contrast to the majority of FR units, those FF units which 

exhibited the least potentiation tended to be relatively core resistant 

to fatigue (Fig. 15B; as judged by the time to 50% initial peak force). 

The negative correlation underlying this trend was weak, however, with a 

r value of 0.12. It was evident that this was due primarily to the 

presence of one unusual FF unit which potentiated to a force 387% above 

the initial one. This unit was subsequently el icinated from the 

analysis because it produced a very low initial 40-Hz tetanic force (23 

&:IN) and was thought to represent either an insecure activation or a 

separate population of FF units such as those found by Robinson et al. 

(1987). Without this unit, the negative correlation between peak 

potentiation and fatigability of FF units ~as ouch stronger (r==0.66). 

Effect of Force Parameter and Fatigue Index on the Quantification of 

Fatigability and on ~fotor-unit Classification. 

In order to investigate the possibility that the predominance of 

one fatigue .index based on peak force (PF I) cay mask some fatigue

induced changes in force output that could affect motor-unit 
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100 

A. shows the relationships bet\lJeen potentiation and time to 75% initial 
force (T75) for 15 potentiating FR units. Five units categorized as 
potentiating type FR are not included in this figure because it was not 
possible to obtain a reliable T75 value for them. The solid line 
represents the linear estimation of the data with T75<3600 
(y=41.9+0.004x; r=0.07), while the dotted line represents the linear 
correlation for the relatively more fatigable FR units (T75<1500; y= 
-7.1+0.11x; r=0.89). ~shows the relationship between potentiation and 
the time to 50% initial force (T50) for all potentiating FF units. The 
solid line represents the linear regression (y=115.2-1.1x; r=0.12) for 
all potentiating FF uni ts, t1hile the dotted 1 ine is the 1 inear 
regression (y=158.7-2.6x; r=0.66) excluding the unit whose peak 
potentiation was 387% above initial force. 
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classification, motor units were classified based on all combinations of 

force parameter and fatigue index. This analysis resulted in nine 

combinations of force parameter and fatigue index and hence a ninefold 

categorization of each eotor unit (see Table 6 for classifications of 

selected F units). Although fatigability is not considered one of the 

criteria used to classify S units (see Methods), they were included in 

this analysis. Since there is no classification for a unit which does 

not "sag" but yet fatigues (PFI or KFI < 0.75, and CFI > 0.6), it was 

fortuitous that the none of the combinations used to quantify 

fatigability changed the conclusion that all S units (i.e., non-sagging 

units) were fatigue resistant. Therefore, most of the following results 

focus on F units. 

The analysis was performed in three phases. First, average 

fatigue indices were determined for each force parameter and motor-unit 

type. Then, the nine classifications for each motor unit were compared 

fdr: (1) different force parameters BUT for the same fatigue index 

(e.g., PFI(peak force) vs. PFI (average force) vs. PFI(integrated 

force»; and (2) different fatigue indices BUT for the same force 

parameter (e.g., PFI(peak force) vs. KFI(peak force) vs. CFI(peak 

force» . 

Average Fatigue Indices. The average fatigue indices calculated 

~d th the different force parameters were virtually identical for all 

three fatigue indices, as shown in Table 7 for PFIs and KFIs (see 

Appendix Table Al for CFIs). This ~'Jas not surprising since the average 

force time courses for the three force parameters were so similar 

(Appendix Fig. Al). However, the range of data among F(int) units 
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TABLE 6. Classification of Fast-twitch Motor Units by Nine Combinations 
of Force Parameter and Fatigue Index. 

------ ..... - .... ----------------------_ ...... _----------------------------------------
Fatisue index PFI KFI CFI 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Force measurement peak ave. ints. peak ave. int9. peak ave. i nts. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Motor-unit II 

1 FI FI FI SA SA SA FF* FF* FF* 
2 FR FR FR SA SA SA F 1* ---'J.!f --ER 
3 FI FI FI SA SA SA FR* FI FR* 
4 FI FR FR FF* FF* FF* FF* FF* FF* 
5 FR FR FR FI* FI* FI* FR FR FR 
b FR FR FR FI* FI* FI* FI* FI* FI* 
7 FI FR FR SA SA SA FRII FR FR 
B FI FI FI SA SA SA FFlI --.IE'_F_I 
9 FR FR FR SA SA SA FIll FI* Fl'~ 

10 FR FR FR FI* FIll FI* FI* FI* FIll 
11 FI FI FR SA SA SA FR* FRlI FR 
12 FR FR FR F III --B~ -.ER. FI* FI* FI* 
13 FI FI FI FF*~_E.L FF* FF* FF* 

The ninefold classification of thirteen F units according to criteria 
outlined in the text is shown. These units are those whose 
classHication was dependent on force parameter OR fatigue index. An 
underlined combination of classifications indicates that the 
classification of that particular unit is dependent upon the force 
parameter used to calculate the fatigue index heading the column. For 
purposes of comparisons across fatigue indices, the PFI was taken as the 
standard. Fo~ a particuluar motor unit, a classification marked by an 
asterisk differs from the PFI-based classification calculated with the 
corresponding force measurement. By definition, the KFI of a non
potentiating motor unit equals the PFI. This situation is indicated by 
a "SA" classification under the KFI heading. Abbreviations: ave. I 

average force; intg., integrated force. 
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TABLE 7. Comparison of Progressive ~atigue Indices. 

----------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------
Motor-unit type 5 FR F(int) FF 
---------.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sample size 18 27 12 32 

EEl 
peak forl:e 1.01 i 0.14 1.23 iO.6S 0.57 iO.15 0.03 i 0.03 

(0.79-1.27) (0.77-3.70) (0.32-0.73) (0.01-0.15) 

average forl:e 1.10 i 0.18 1.35 iO.86 0.60 i 0.24 0.03 iO.03 
(0.77-1.45) (0.80-4.70) (0.31-1.21) (0.01-0.15) 

integrated forl:e 1.13 i 0.20 1.44 iO.82 0.66 i 0.19 0.03 iO.03 
(0.80-1.58) (0.88-4.69) (0.37-1.00) (0.01-0.18) 

ill.. 
peak forl:e 0.97 i 0.12 0.82 i0.12* 0.46 + 0.17 0.02 + 0.03 

(0.60-1.25) (0.55-0.97) (0.15-0.72) (0.Oi=0.15) 

average forl:e 0.95 i 0.10 0.83 iO.13* 0.46 + 0.19 0.02 + 0.03 
(0.77-1.12) (0.54-0.96) (0.12:0.76) (0.01:0.15) 

inte9rated forl:e 0.97 i 0.09 0.90 iO.16* 0.52 + 0.23 0.03 + 0.03 
(0.80-1.08) (0.56-1.15) (0.12-0.96) (0.01:0.18) 

Values are mean ±.... SD (range) for the two progressive fatigue indices 
described in the text. Each index was calculated with the three force 
measurements indicated in the left-most column. KFI values that 
differed significantly (p<O.05) from the corresponding PFI value are 
indicated with an asterisk (*). 
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showed that the conventional classification of the units used to divide 

groups for comparison caused some PFI values >0.75 to be included in the 

averages of PFI(average force) and PFI(integrated force). Furthermore, 

careful examination of the range of data under the KFI heading shm·Js 

that the division of units into types based on PFI(peak force) created a 

sirnilar circuostance \'1here units with KFI values < 0.75 or >0.75 were 

included in FR or F(int) categories, respectively. In this latter case, 

the inclusion of these units did not cause the overall average to fall 

outside the arbitrary ranges which divide unit types. However, KFI 

values for FR units were significantly less than the corresponding PFI 

values (see Table 7). 

Effect of Force Par~meter on Motor-unit Classification. For the 

majority of units, changing the force parameter did not result in 

discrepancies between motor-uni t-type assignments. This was true for 

all fatigue indices. Classification was dependent on the force 

parameter for only 4.2% (3/71), 3.2% (2/63) and 4.2% (3/71) of the F 

units classified by PFI, KFI and CFI, respectively. The ninefold 

classification of these eight motor units is included in Table 6 (Unit 

nuobers: 2,3,4,7,8,11,12,13). By conventional criteria, all eight units 

t1ere either type FR or F(int). Fig. 16 shows the comparison bett1een the 

PFls for these units plus those whose classification were found to be 

dependent upon the fatigue index used. Cooparisons between the KFls and 

CFls are shown in Appendix Figs. A2 and A3, respectively. 

Irrespective of which index was considered, peak force (7/8 

units) and average force (6/8 units) usually resulted in a more 

fatigable classification (i.e., F(int) rather than FR or FF rather than 



Fig. 16. Comparison of Progressive Fatigue Indices (PFI) Calculated 
with the Three Different Force Parameters. 

The PFI was calculated using the peak, average and integrated forces of 
the initial and 2-min fatigue-test waveforms. Shown are comparisons 
between PFIs calculated ~dth: tiJ peak and average forces; J!, peak and 
integrated forces; bnd ~, average and integrated forces for thirteen F 
units whose classification was dependent upon either the force parameter 
or the fatigue index (5 units) or both (8 units) (see Table A2). tfuen 
classified using conventional criteria ("sag" and PFI(peal< force); Burke 
et al., 1973), these units were either type FR or type F(int). They 
represent 33% (13/39) of the total FR+F(int) sample. Each point 
represents a single motor unit, and the same 13 units are plotted in 
each panel of this figure and Fig. 17, and A2-A5. Shading encloses 
regions that share the same motor-unit type boundaries (i.e., all type 
FF units should fall in the region bounded by O<PFI<O.25 on both 
ordinate and abscissa). Units whose classification is dependent on the 
force parameter will fall outside one of the shaded regions. 
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1.5 

Fig. 16. Comparison of Progressive Fatigue Indices (PFI) Calculated 
with the Three Different Force Parameters. 
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F(int». In contrast, integrated force always (8/8 units) resulted in 

the assignment of the relatively more fatigue-resistant classification 

(FR rather than F(int) or F(int) rather than FF). 

Effects of Fatigue Index on Motor-unit Classification. The 

classification of conventionally typed FF units ~1as independent of tllhich 

fatigue index "las used to assess fatigability. In contrast, the 

classification of 33% (13/39) of the fast-twitch units of intermediate 

and low fatigability depended on the fatigue index (see Table 6 for the 

ninefold classification of these 13 units). Fig. 17 shows the 

comparison between the three fatigue indices calculated using peak 

force. Comparisons based on average and integrated forces are shown in 

Appendix Figs. A4 and A5, respectively. 

In the worst case, the classification of 12 of 33 conventionally 

typed FR and F(int) units depended on whether PFI or CFI was used to 

quantify fatigability. In 9 of these units, PFI resulted in a more 

fatigue-resistant classification (FR rather than F(int), or F(int) 

rather than FF) than the corresponding CFI. There were also differences 

between the PFI-based and KFI-based classifications for 6 of the 33 

units mentioned above. In these latter cases, PFI ah.ays resulted in a 

core fatigue-resistant classification than did KFI. Finally, a'ong 

potentiating units (i.e., those where KFI did not necessarily equal 

PFI), classifications based on KFI and CFI were similar. In only one 

case (uni t 5, Table 6) did the use of KF I result in an F (int) 

classification whereas the corresponding CFI resulted in an FR 

classification. 



Fig. 17. Comparison of the Three Different Fatigue Indices Each 
Calculated with Peak Force. 

Shown are comparisons between: !b the PFI and the KFI; !!., the PFI and 
the CFI; and £.. the KFI and the CFI for the same thirteen motor units 
shown in Fig. 16. Uni t8 whose classification depended on the fatigue 
index fell outside one of the shaded regions. 
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Discussion 

The results are discussed in relation to two issues: motor-unit 

force potentiation during the fatigue test; and the effects of different 

force parameters and fatigue indices on motor-unit classification. 

Motor-unit Force Potentiation During the Standard Fatigue Test 

In the muscle literature, potentiation refers to the augmentation 

of force above that which is expected for a given stimulus. The 

occurrence of potentiation depends on prior muscle activation and can 

occur under a variety of circumstances (for review: Rankin, 1987). For 

example, in a series of twitches, twitch force may potentiate when 

compared to the initial twitch (the staircase effect) or the force of a 

twitch which follows a caximal tetanus may be potentiated in comparison 

to the force of a pre-tetanus twitch (post-tetanic twitch potentiation). 

The common feature of these phenomena is the occurrence of a 

"condi tioning" activation which leads to the potentiation of a 

subsequent submaximal contraction. Another related phenomenon, of 

particular interest here, is one whereby a tetanus leads to increased 

force in a subsequent unfused tetanic contraction (Bot-Iman, Goldberg and 

Raper, 1962). 

The standard motor-unit fatigue test has a 40 Hz activation 

frequency. This corresponds to an interstimulus interval equal to a 

motor-uni t contraction time of 25 os. Thus, un! ts with faster 

contraction times could be expected to produce submaximal forces t'lhen 

stimulated at this rate. Certainly, the relationship between motor-unit 

force and stimulation frequency suggests that even the majority of units 
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toli th contraction ti!:!~s slower than 25 rns t'10uld not be maximally 

activated at this stimulation rate (Buller and Lewis, 1965; Kernell, 

Eerbeek and Verhey, 1983b). Therefore, since each fatigue-test tetanus 

nay act as the conditioning tetanus for those subsequent to it (e.g., 

Bowman et al., 1962), it is not surprising to observe force potentiation 

in motor units during the course of the standard fatigue test (cf., 

Chapter 2). However, the occurrence of this type of potentiation 

depends upon the prior activation of the unit. Often, this is difficult 

to control because a variable number of stimuli are required to isolate 

and to characterize single motor units. 

In the present study, the time course of force for the 

potentiating units varied with motor-unit type. This suggests that the 

mechanism( s) underlying potentiation during the fatigue test is (are) 

expressed differently among the different motor-unit types. Thus far, 

there has been no investigation of the mechanism underlying force 

potentiation in motor units. However, there has been considerable 

interest in the mechanism of post-tetanic twitch potentiation (for 

review: Stull, Nunnally, Moore and Blumenthal, 1985) and the staircase 

effect (lUug, Botterman and Stull, 1982) in other models. Although 

still controversial (cf., Krarup, 1981; Perry, Cole, Hudlicka, Patchell 

and Westwood, 1984), some evidence suggests that the phosphorylation of 

the P-light chain of myosin nay underlie force potentiation in both of 

these phenomena. Phosphorylation of skeletal-muscle myosin has been 

found to shift the pea-force relatioD(,hip to the left (i. e., greater 

force exerted for a given calcium concentration) (Sweeney and Stull, 

1986). This effect presumably results from an increased probability of 
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myosin cross-bridge interaction with actin rather than from a change in 

the kinetics of the cross-bridge reaction or increased tension per 

cross-bridge (St1eeney and Stull, 1986). 

Phosphorylation of myosin depends on frequency and stimulus 

duration in both slow and fast cuscles of the rat (Manning and Stull, 

1982; l>foore and Stull, 1984) , rabbit (Wesb-lOod, Hudlicka and Perry, 

1984) and chicken (Barany, Ledvora, VanderMeulen and Barany, 1983). 

Furthermore, the P-light chain in slow muscles requires relatively 

longer stimulus durations or higher frequencies to become measurably 

phosphorylated. Our finding that S motor units potentiate relatively 

slowly and to a lesser extent than the corresponding F units is 

consistent with these observations. 

The activation process itself may also account for potentiation 

during the motor-unit fatigue test. Assuming that calcium uptake by the 

sarcoplasmic reticulum slows as fatigue ensues (Dawson, Gadian and 

Wilkie, 1980), there would be a progressive fatigue-related accumulation 

of intracellular calcium. As a result, progressively more force would 

be generated until thin-filament regulatory sites became saturated. 

This assumes that the latter sites are not saturated at the onset of the 

fatigue test. If such processes occur, the economy of cotor-unit force 

production during a fatigue test could be increased if the sticulus rate 

was decreased to match slowed calcium uptake, as is thought to occur to 

motoneuron discharge rates during fatigue in conscious humans (for 

review: Bigland-Ritchie and Woods, 1984). 

Whatever mechanisms are eventually shown to contribute to force 

potentiation during the fatigue test, they will have to accommodate the 
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present finding that qualitatively different behaviors were observed 

among the different motor-unit types. 

Effect of Force Parameter and Fatigue Index on Motor-unit Classification 

Type Sand FF Units. The force parameter (peak, average or 

integrated) and the fatigue index (PFI, KFI or CFI) had no effect on the 

classification of Sand FF units. ~hile this finding might seem 

unexpected (cf., Gardiner and Ohla, 1987), it can be rationalized. 

In type S units, there was little variability among units or 

change in force during 2 min of fatigue-test stimulation (as determined 

by all three force parameters). Thus, the magnitude of the force 

exerted at 2 min, or 2-min past the maximally potentiated force, tlaS 

little different from the initial or maximally potentiated force (in the 

case of PFI and KFI, respectively). The subtle differences between the 

force measurements did not influence this observation. Similarly, for 

CFI the time course of cumulative force was nearly linear such that the 

ratio of the cumulative forces at any two equally spaced time points 

would be little different from 0.5. Again, the subtle differences 

between force ceasurements f,1ere insufficient to change this value to 

greater than 0.6 (i.e., to a more fatigable classification). 

In type FF units, there were different considerations from S 

units, but a similar outcome. There were small differences (non

significalitt on average) between force parameters early in the time 

course of fatigue in type FF units (see Appendix Fig. Al). However, by 

2 min these units produced almost no force relative to initial. 

Therefore, the ratio between the initial and 2-min forces was so small 
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(on the order of 0.03-0.01, Table 4) that subtle differences bett-leen 

force parameters at the beginning of the test were not a consideration 

in calculating PFI or KFI. Sici larl y, after 2 min these units 

accumulated minimal force, and therefore, the CFI value was also little 

affected. 

In summary, the classification of Sand FF units was quite 

secure. Conversely, the classification of a substantial number of 

conventionally typed FR and F(int) units (33%) was not secure and 

depended on a combination of the selected force parameter and fatigue 

index, as discussed below. 

Effect of Force Parameter on FR and F(int) Classification. ~ihile 

the FR units were, on average, no less fatigue resistant than S units 

after 2 min of stimulation, the time course of force for FR units was 

much more variable (Fig. 11). Similarly, F(int) units were also 

relatively variable in response to fatigue-test stimulation. Thus, the 

subtle differences between force parameters inf luenced the 

classification of the relatively fatigable FR units and relatively 

fatigue-resistant or fatigable F(int) units (i.e., those units that fell 

near the arbitrary borderlines between low and intermediate fatigability 

and between intermediate and high fatigability). 

In general, use of peak and average force measures resulted in a 

more fatigable classification (i.e., F(int) rather than FR or FF rather 

than F(int» and use of integrated force resulted in a less fatigable 

classification (FR rather than F(int) or F(int) rather than FF). These 

differences can be accounted for by fatigue-induced changes in the 

individual force waveforms. For example, if during fatigue the rate of 
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rise of tetanic force increased and/or the rate of force decay decreased 

(see Fig. 8; also Chapter 5), the area under the force curve would 

increase. Moreover, this change cay occur independent of the steady

state force since it is likely that different processes are responsible 

for force development and decay and for maximal force generation 

(Chapter 5). Thus, integrated force at 2 min may be greater than either 

peal<: or average force and this would cause the resulting fatigue index 

based on integrated force to be larger. In units whose fatigability was 

"borderline," this small effect influenced motor-unit classification. 

Effect of Fatigue Index on FR and F(int) Classification. There 

was a clear trend for the PFI to provide a more fatigue resistant 

classification than that obtained with KFI or CFI for conventionally 

typed FR and F(int) units. The reason for the difference between PFI 

and KFI is clear and forms the basis of the original proposal for KFI 

(I<ernell et a1., 1975). In potentiating units, there is a significant 

augmentation of the initial force (by definition) that may mask 

concurrent fatigue processes (e.g., Rankin, 1987). At 2 min, the forces 

of potentiating units may still be relatively large and, hence, a 

fatigue-resistant classification would be assigned using PFI. However, 

once force potentiation has reached its peak, there cay be a relatively 

rapid force decline such that 2 min after the peak of potentiation a 

core fatigable classification would be assigned using rCFI. Potentially, 

the differences between PFI and KFI could effect the classification of 

potentiating type FF units, but in the present study the full expression 

of potentiation and fatigue was cocplete ,'Ii thin 2 min of fatigue-test 

stimulation in these units. 
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The largest number of discrepancies bett-Jeen classifications by 

two different fatigue indices were seen , .. hen comparing PFIs and CFIs 

(Fig. 16) of conventionally classified type FR and F(int) units. In 

most cases. PFI resulted in a oore fatigue-resistant classification. 

Theoretically, this discrepancy could be accounted for by a difference 

in the curvilinearity of the initial portion «2 oin) of the cumUlative 

force curve relative to the late portion (>2 min). Indeed. this would 

occur when potentiation was followed by moderate (but not severe) 

fatigue. as was observed for type FR and F (int) uni ts in the present 

study. 

Summary. Clearly. the present results have raised some concerns 

about the classification of FR and F(int) units. This effects the 

strategy of motor-unit studies which require a secure classification of 

units. The present results suggest that the conventional progressive 

fatigue index based on integrated force will assure that the most 

fatigue-resistant classification is assigned to "borderline" units. 

Fortunately. this uncertainty can be circumvented to some extent by the 

availability of additional fatigue indices based on force-development 

and -decay properties (subject of Chapter 5) that can aid in the 

classification of FR and F(int) units. 



CHAPTER 5 

SECOND Ani STUDY: FORCE DEVELOPMENT AND DECAY IN SINGLE 

MOTOR UNITS DURING A STANDARD FATIGUE TEST 

Summary 
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1. The purpose of this study was to investigate the dynamic 

phases of tetanic force generation (i. e., development and decay) in 

single motor units subjected to a widely used fatigue test. 

2. Motor units of the cat tibialis posterior muscle were assigned 

to S (n=17), FR (n=27), F(int) (n=12), and FF (n=32) categories based on 

the profile of unfused tetanus (sag test; separating S from 

FR+F(int)+FF) and relative fatigability (S=FR<F(int)<FF). 

3. The fatigue test consisted of 4 min of intermittent (l/s) 

activation with 40 Hz, 330 rns stimulus trains. The forces exerted in 

selected trains were characterized in terms of rates of force 

development, and durations and rates of force decay. 

4. Prior to fatigue, rates of force development and decay (with 

the exception of normalized rate-of-rise) were significantly slower in 

slow- than in fast-twitch motor units. In addition, slow-twitch units 

had longer relaxation times than did fast-t~litch units. ~1ithin the 

fast-twitch subpopulations, type FR and F(int) units were significantly 

slower to develop force and to relax than were type FF units, but there 

were no significant differences between type FR and F(int) units. 

5. Following 2 min of fatigue-test stimulation, the initial and 

normalized rates-of-rise were faster in type Sand FR units, but the 
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l\tost force-decay 

parameters were unaffected by stimulation in type Sand FR units, but 

all parameters became significantly slower in type F(int) and FR units. 

6. The time course of the initial rate-of-rise distinguished S 

from F units l'JhUe the time course of the maximum rate-of-relaxation 

distinguished S+FR from F (int) +FF units. Furthermore, changes in the 

durations of force decay were different for S+FR+F(int) compared to FF 

units. 

7. Multi-variate discriminant analyses revealed that selected 

combinations of fatigue indices (2-min/initial values), which included 

indices based on the newly measured parameters, revealed groups of motor 

units that were consistent with conventional motor-unit types. 

Introduction 

Subsequent to the influential work of Henneman and coworkers in 

the early 1960s (McPhedran, Wuerker and Henneman, 1965; Wuerker, 

McPhedran and Henneman, 1965), a substantial literature has accumulated 

on the properties of mammalian motor units composing both normal and 

altered (e.g., endurance-trained, diseased) muscles (for review: Burke, 

1981; Botterman et a!., 1985; see also, McComas, 1977). Collectively, 

this information has revealed a high degree of specialization within and 

across muscles (e.g., McDonagh, Binder, Reinldng and Stuart, 1980a; 

Richmond and Armstrong, 1988), and has provided insight into possible 

neural strategies underlying the control of movement (i.e., Henneman's 

size principle; for review: Henneman and Mendell, 1981). 

For the most part, only a limited number of properties are 
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consistently used to characterize the force-generating capabilities of 

motor-units. These are: contraction "speed", maximal force and 

fatigability. With the exception of contraction speed, generally 

measured by isometric-twitch contraction time, none of these properties 

take into account the dynamic aspects of force generation (i.e., rates 

and durations of force development and decay). The absence of these 

measurements in the motor-unit literature is in marked contrast to that 

reported for single fibers and whole muscles (cf., Table 3, Chapter 2). 

In particular, the dynamic aspects of force generation have been studied 

extensively in fatiguing whole muscle. For example, in studies on the 

conscious human, it has been suggested that fatigue-induced changes in 

whole-muscle relaxation rate lead, via a peripheral reflex, to decreases 

in the rate of motor-unit excitation during fatigue (Bigland-Ritchie et 

al., 1983). In contrast, studies on the fatigue of motor units focus on 

fatigue-induced changes in steady-state (usually peak) force. 

Furthermore, the motor-uni t literature is dominated by one, now 

standard, fatigue-testing stimulus regimen (Burke et al., 1973). 

Although the forces exerted during the standard fatigue test have been 

amenable to analysis of rates and durations of force development and 

decay, such analyses have not been undertaken until recently. It has 

been shotrm that FF uni ts elchibit substantial increases in both 

contraction time and one-half relaxation time of isometric twitches 

interposed between tetani elicited by the standard fatigue test (Dubose 

et a!., 1987) . Conversely, many type S uni ts developed faster 

contraction times and shorter one-half relaxation times. These findings 

have signif icant iiZlpl ica tions for the interpretation of whole-muscle 
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responses in conscious humans (e.g., Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1983) and 

for the rate coding of motor units during natural movements. Such 

findings underscore the potential value of measurements on the dynamic 

aspects of force generation. 

The present study extends on the Dubose et al. (1987) approach by 

analyzing additional dynamic features of the tetanic force profile in 

single motor units subjected to the standardized fatigue test. We found 

that measurements of force development and decay made on the individual 

stimulus trains of the standard fatigue test brought out significant 

differences beti-leen the uni t types. Fatigue had the most profound 

effect on type FF units and, in some instances, had opposing effects in 

the different motor-unit types. These observations have implications 

for the interpretation of fatigue-induced changes in human muscle and 

for the validity of the quadripartite motor-unit classification scheme. 

A preliminary account of this work has been presented (Karst et 

a!., 1986). 

Materials and Methods 

Details of the surgical procedures, data-recording arrangement 

and experimental protocol are described in the preceding chapter. At 

the time of the experiments, all data were stored on FM tape. 

Data Analysis 

r.fotor-uni t twitch contraction time, profile of unfused tetanus 

and peak tetanic force were obtained from taped information using a 

digital oscilloscope. For each motor unit, the fatigue teDt resulted 

in at least 240 force responses (4-60 min at l/s) which were digitized 
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(800 Hz for 640 ms) and subsequently analyzed by laboratory computer. 

Software was designed to characterize the development, peak and decay 

of force for every single (fatigable units) or every tenth (non-

fatigable units) tetanus. 

cade. 

Fig. 18 shows the measurements that \~ere 

Rate-of-rise determinations ~Jere made in a 25 ma interval that 

approximated the duration of the fi.rst "ttdtch" of the tetanic force 

profile. The onset of the interval occurred 15 ms after the stimulus 

trigger. This delay accounted for the characteristics of the stimulator 

(i.e., trigger to stimulus delay), nerve conduction time and 

electromechanical coupling. Peak force was the maximum value obtained 

from a running average (n=5 points) of each waveform (N=512 points). 

Relaxation was characterized by both time and rate measurements. 

The time measurements were: 90%-50% relaxation time (90-50RT), 50%-20% 

relaxation time (50-20RT) and time constant. The times from 90% to 20% 

and from 90% to 50% of peak force were determined after the time of the 

last (l3th) stimulus in each train (Rankin, 1987; see also Edwards, 

Young, Hosking and Jones, 1977 for measurements of 95%-50% relaxation 

times of human muscle). From these, 90-50RT was determined directly and 

50-20RT was defined as the difference between 90-20RT and 90-50RT. It 

has been previously established in whole-muscle models that following 

the maximum rate-of-relaxation force declines exponentially (Jewell and 

~lillde, 1960; Edwards, Hill and Jones, 1975). The time constant (Le., 

the time required for force tn fall to 67% of its original value), 

calculated from the slope of the semi-log plot of force vs. time, was 

used to characterize this period of force decay. Relaxation rate 
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Absolute measures of force development and decay are indicated on the 
sample 40 Hz tetanic force profile (initial tetanus of type F unit) 
shown in ~and on the truncated force profile and its derivative shown 
in B. Normalized values of rate-of-rise and maximum rate-of-relaxation 
were calculated as initial rate-of-rise and maximum rate-of-relaxation 
divided by peak force. Abbreviations: MRR = maximum rate-of-relaxation; 
T = time constant. 
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measurements {'Jere: maximum rate-of-relaxation, and normalized maximum 

rate-of-relaxation. To obtain maximum rate-of-relaxation, force was 

differentiated with respect to the time following the final stimulus in 

each train to the end of each force record (Fig. 18B). This value was 

scaled to peak force to provide "normalized" maximum rate-of-relaxation. 

Commercial and custom software were used for storage and routine 

manipulation (i.e., determinations of means, standard deviations and 

ranges) of the data. Several of the statistical analyses were similar 

to those described previously (Chapter 4). In addition, discriminant 

analysis was used. Given defined groups (i.e., S, FR, F(int) and FF) 

and a set of parameters which discriminate between these groups, this 

type of analysis generates algorithms (classification functions) which 

can predict the group affiliation of a particular unit given the values 

of the discriminating parameters for that units. 

Results 

Eighty-eight motor units from 34 experiments were classified into 

4 types (i.e., FF, F(int), FR, S) based on the profile of unfused 

tetanus (i.e., sag) and the conventional progressive fatigue index 

(i.e., the fraction of initial peak force exerted following 2-rnin of the 

standard fatigue test; Burke et al., 1973). Four of a tot~l of 92 motor 

units isolated ~'iere excluded from this study. In one case (type S 

unit), the signal:noise ratio was so great that rate measurements could 

not be made reliably. The three remaining units were the same units 

eliminated from the analysis in the previous chapter due to their 

ambiguous classification (see Results, Chapter 4). 
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The steady-state force time courses of the present motor-unit 

sample were described in the previous chapter. Here, the dynamic 

properties of the tetanic force profile in these units are considered: 

in the pre-fatigue (control) state: in the fatigued (follot-ling 2-min 

stimulation) state; and, throughout a 4-min time course of stimulation. 

In addition, discriminant analyses were used to tested the accuracy of 

various combinations of selected properties for predicting conventional 

motor-unit types. 

Dynamic Characteristics of the Control Tetanus. 

Control (unfatigued) values characterizing rates of force 

development, and the durations and rates of decay of the initial 

unfatigued (control) tetanus of the fatigue test are reported in Table 

8. 

Hate of Force Development. Initial rates-of-rise of slow-twitch 

motor units were significantly slower than those of fast-twitch units. 

Furthermore, within the fast-twitch population, type F(int) and FH units 

had significantly slower initial rates-of-rise than did type FF units. 

For this parameter, there were no significant differences between type 

F(int) and FH units. 

Since there t'1as such a disparity betfileen the absolute magnitude 

of force exerted by the different motor-unit types during the fatigue 

test (cf., Table 1 in Chapter 4), initial rate-of-rise values were 

normalized to the peak force developed during the control train. 

Following this procedure, there were no significance differences between 

motor-unit types except for between type FF and S units. However, on 
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TABLE 8. Force Development and Decay Characteristics of the Initial 
Tetanus of the Fatigue Test. 

-----.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Motor-unit Type S FR F(int) FF 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sample Size 17 27 12 32 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Force Oeveloement: rate 
initial rate-at-rise 0.2 i 0.1 1.3 i 1.2e 1.2 ±.1.2e 5.6 i 4.6abc 
(N/s) (0.1-0.4) (0.1-4.0) (0.2-3.7) (0.2-14.4) 

normal ized 8.0 ±. 4.3 12.6 i 9.2 10.8±.10.0 15.4 i 7.7c 
rate-at-rise (115) (2.4-19.2) (2.2-40.1) (0.8-37.3) (3.6-34.0) 

Force Oeca~: duration 
90-50RT (ms) 57 ±.16 19 ±. Bc 18 i6e 12 + 6abe 

(29-84) (10-43) (9-33) (6-=-38) 

SO-20RT (IDS) 51 ±.13 23 il0e 23 ±.14c 14 + 7abc 
(32-73) ( 11-53) (13-65) ("1-39) 

time constant (ms) 37.0 ±. 9.5 15.9 ±.6.7e 15.9 + 4.8c 10.6 + 3.3abc 
(20.8-61.4) (8.5-41.1) (11.3-=28.6) (6.0-=-20.8) 

Force Oeca~: rate 
~R (N/s) 0.4 ±. 0.5 3.2 i3.7c 4.3 + 4.1c 14.5 + 12.5abe 

(0.1-2.2) (0.2-14.0) (0.2-10.7) (0.5-=-40.0) 

normal ized MR~ 12.1 ±.3.S 24.4 ±.6.7c 23.9 is.Sc 34.6 + 8.2abc 
(1Is) (7.3-21.2) (10.9-41.6) (16.1-33.2) (12.5=48.8) 

Values are mean ~SD (range) for the first tetanus of the fatigue test. 
The tetanus was elicited by a 40 Hz stimUlus train of 330 ms duration. 
Abbreviations: 90-20RT i 90%-20% relaxation time; 90-50RT, 90%-50% 
relaxation time; 50-20RT, 50%-20% relaxation time; MRR, maximum 
relaxation rate. See text and Fig. 9 for a complete description of the 
measurements. Significant differences (p<0.05) between groups of motor 
units are indicated as follows: 

a vs. type FI 
b vs. type FR 
c vs. type S 
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average, the relationship between unit types was the same as that seen 

for absolute rate-of-rise, with both parameters increasing in the order 

S<FR=F(int)<FF. 

Duration and Rate of Force Decay. As with rate-of-rise 

parameters, there were stereotypic relationships between the motor-unit 

types based on durations and rates of force decay. The three force-

decay duration parameters (I.e., 90-50RT, 50-20RT and time constant) 

decreased in the order S>FR= F(int»FF. Consistent with the changes in 

force-decay duration, both absolute and normalized maximum rates-of

relaxation of the control tetanus increased in the order S<FR=F(int)<FF. 

Dynamic Characteristics Following 2-min of Fatigue-test Stimulation 

The fatigue-testing stimulation regimen affected force 

development and decay in all m9tor-unit types. Based on the number of 

parameters whose 2-min values differed significantly from the initial 

values, type FF units were most affected by the stimulus regimen 

followed in order by type F(int), FR an~ S units. 

Table 9 shows measurements (comparable to those in Table 8) made 

on the 2-min tetanus of the fatigue test. Due to dramatic force loss 

and increased in signal:noise ratio, it was not possible to make 

reliable measurements on the 2-min tetanic force profile of 14 (44%) of 

the type FF units. Thus, the measurements reported below are biased 

toward those of FF units capable of producing measurable force following 

2 min of stimulation. For each motor unit, the 2-min value of each 

parameter was expressed as a fraction of the initial value (Table 10). 

The Table 10 values are essentially progressive indices of fatigue (2-
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TABLE 9. Force Development and Decay Characteristics of the 2-minute 
Tetanus of the Fatigue Test. 

Motor-unit Type S FR F( int) FF 

Sample Size 17 27 12 18 

Force Oeveloement: rate 
initial rate-at-rise 0.3 i 0.2* 2.2 t2.3l!c 0.8 i 0.7c 0.3 to.2!1b 
(N/s) (0.1-1.3) (0.2-8.4) (0.1-2.6) (0.1-1.1) 

nOrma I i zed 10.3 i 5.2* 16.5 t5.6l1c 12.6 + 8.7 17.1 + 9.2 
rate-at-rise (115) (4.6-26.6) (6.5-31.4) (2.9=-33.6) (6.3=-41.4) 

Force Oeca~: duration 
90-50RT (ms) 56 i 17 27 t 12l1c 43 + 20llb 54 + 15*b 

(29-00) 05-63) (20:00) 09-=-78) 

50-20RT (ms) 47 i 13 25 t 12c 37 i 16l1b 46 + 10*b 
(33-75) ( 14-55) (19-73) (28:66) 

time constant (ms) 39.5 i 11.8 18.3 t6.5c 26.0 + 8.4*bc 41.0 + 8.7*ab 
(23.9-71.5) (9.6-34.6) (13.5="41.9) (26.8-56.4) 

Force Oeca~: rate 
f'RR (N/s) 0.4 i 0.5 2.2 t1.9c 1.1 i 1.4l1 0.2 + O.1 l1abc 

(0.1-2.1) (0.2-1.9) (0.1-5.3) (0.1:0.4) 

norma I i zed MRR 12.2 i 3.0 19.1 t5.3c 13.9 + 5.911 10.2 + 3.0*b 
(1/s) (8.7-18.7) (8.1-28.3) (6.1=-21.9) (4.1=-18.0) 

Data are organized as in Table 8. Asterisk (*) indicates significant 
difference (p<O.05) between initial (Table 8) and 2-min values. As a 
consequence of dramatic force losses and resultant increases in 
signal:noise ratio, it was not possible to make reliable measurements on 
the 2-minute tetanus in 14 type FF units. Thus, only those type FF 
motor uni ts (n=18) producing measureable force following 2 min 
stimulation are included here. Significant differences (p<O.05) between 
groups of motor units are indicated as follows: 

a vs. type FI 
b vs. type FR 
c vs. type S 
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TABLE 10. Progressive Fatigue Indices Based on Force-development and 
-decay Parameters. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Motor-unit Type S FR F( int) FF 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sample Size 17 27 12 16 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Force Develo~ment: rate 
initial r2te-of-rise 1.5 i 0.6 2.5 i2.3 1.1 i1.4bc 0.05 iO.04abc 

(0.6-3.7) (0.3-6.6) (0.2-5.2) (0.01-0.2) 

normal ized rate-of-rise 1.4 i 0.7 2.1 i2.0 1.9i2.0 1.3 iO.9 
(0.9-4.0) (0.4-6.3) (0.4-7.6) (0.2-3.6) 

Force Oeca~: duration 
90-5DRT 1.0 i 0.2 1.6 i1.0c 2.6i1.7c 5.2 t 1.5abc 

(0.6-1.5) (0.7-4.9) (1.1-6.6) (2.1:7.5) 

5D-20RT 0.9 iO.2 1.3iD.7 1. 9 il.lc 4.1 i1.6abc 
(0.6-1.4) (0.5-3.4) (0.7-4.3) (1.6-9.4) 

time constant 1.1 i 0.4 1.2iO.6 1.7 i O. 7c 4.3 i1.3abc 
(0.7-2.6) (0.6-3.0) (1.1-3.0) (2.7-7.3) 

Force Oecay: rate 
MRR 1.1 i 0.2 1.1 iO.6 0.4 i 0.2bc 0.02 i 0.02abc 

(0.7-1.4) (0.2-4.4) (0.06-0.6) (0.01-0.05) 

norma I i zed M~R 1.0 i 0.2 0.6 iO.3 0.6 i 0.3c 0.3 iO.1abc 
(0.7-1.3) (0.3-1.3) (0.2-1.2) (0.1-0.7) 

Values are mean ±.... SD (range) 2-min values normalized to initial 
(control) values. Significant differences (p<0.05) between groups of 
motor units are indicated as follows: 

a vs. type FI 
b vs. type FR 
c vs. type S 
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min value/initial value) and are analogous to the conventional fatigue 

index calculated with peak force (PFI). 

Rate of Force Development. Rates of force development in type S 

and FR units were most sensitive to the stimulus paradigm. Both 

absolute and normalized rates-of-rise were significantly faster at two 

min when compared to control values for these units (cf., Table 9). In 

contrast, force development in the more fatigable F(int) and FF units 

was less affected. Only initial rate-of-rise in type FF units was 

significantly different (slower) than the control value. 

Duration and Rate of Force Decay. In contrast to rates of force 

development, the stimulus paradigm had little effect on durations of 

force decay in type Sand FR units. Only the 90-50RT in type FR units 

was significantly affected (initial < 2 min) by the 2-min stimulus 

regimen. This result was interesting because 50-20RT was NOT 

significantly effected by fatigue in type FR units which is in contrast 

to the other motor-unit types (i.e., S,F(int),FF) where fatigue had 

similar effects on the three measures of relaxation duration (cf., Table 

9). In F(int) and FF units, there were significant differences between 

initial and 2-min values of all measures of duration of force decay. In 

all cases, this reflected a prolongation of th~ duration of force decay 

in these units. 

Like durations of force decay, rates of force decay were not 

effected by fatigue in type Sand FR units, but were significantly 

changed (decreased) in type F(int) and FF units. 

Summary. The comparison of pre- and post-(2 min) fatigue values 

of force development and decay revealed that the presently used fatigue 
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test had opposite affects on force development in S+FR units (increased 

rate) as compared to F(int)+FF units (no change or decreased rate). In 

addition, the stimulus regimen preferentially slowed the rate of force 

decay (and, increased force-decay duration) in type F(int) and FF units. 

Time Course of Force Development and Decay 

Figs. 19 and 20 show time courses of selected rate and duration 

parameters for each of the four cotor-unit populations. 

Rate of Force Development. The most striking feature of the 

initial rate-of-rise time course (Fig. 19) was the Qualitative 

difference between Sand F units. On average, S units exhibited a slow 

steady increase in the absolute rate of force development throughout 4 

min of fatigue-test stimulation. Since these units were also quite 

impervious to changes in force (Fig. 11 in Chapter 4), this trend was 

little changed by the normalization procedure. Type F uni ts , on the 

other hand', exhibited dramatic increases in the absolute rate-of-rise 

during the first 10 s of stimulation. These increases were, to some 

extent, attributable to force potentiation because normalization 

decreased the magnitude of the rate increase, particularly in type FR 

and FF uuits. Subsequent to the peak in the initial rates-of-rise, F 

units showed varying degrees of decline in the order FR<F(int)<FF. This 

was not due entirely to fatigue-induced changes in peak force since the 

slowing tendencies were also evident in the tice courses of normalized 

rate-of-rise. 

Rate of Force Decay. Type S units exhibited little change in 

both absolute and normalized maximum rate-of-relaxation over the 4-min 



Fig. 19. Time Course of Rates of Force Development and Decay. 

This figure shows average initial and normalized rates-of-rise (top), 
and absolute and normalized maximum rates-of-relaxation (bottom) 
throughout a 4-min time course of fatigue-test stimulation. All values 
are expressed as percentages of the initial (pre-fatigue) value. Each 
panel includes information for 18 S (open squares), 27 FR (filled 
squares), 12 F(int) (filled triangles) and 18 type FF (filled diamonds) 
motor units. It was not possible to make reliable measurements on type 
FF units after 60 s of stimulation due to increased signal:noise ratios. 
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This figure shows average 90-50RT and 50-20RT (% of initial value) for 
type S (n~18, open squares); FR (n=27, filled squares); F(int) (n=12, 
filled triangles); and FF (n=18, filled diamonds) motor units. It was 
not possible to make reliable measurements on type FF units after 60 s 
of stimUlation due to increased signal:noise ratios. 
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Type FR units exhibited an initial increase in absolute 

relaxation rate, but this was due primarily to force potentiation since 

there was no significant change in the time course of normalized maximum 

rate-of-relaxation. Both F(int) and FF units exhibited substantial 

decreases in absolute rate-of-relaxation during the 4 min of fatigue

test stimulation. For F(int) units this was, to some extent, related to 

the declining force, particularly after 90 s when the profile of 

normalized maximum rate-of-relaxation profile leveled off. It was not 

possible to calculate meaningful normalized rates-of-relaxation for type 

FF units after 60 s since peak force had declined to near zero. 

Duration of Force Decay. Fig. 20 shows the 4-min time course for 

the 90-50RT and 50-20RT values. The time constant curves were not 

included because, in general, they paralleled the presented curves. The 

most evident features of the 90-50RT and 50-20RT curves were, like each 

of the previous time-course figures (i.e., Fig. 19), that type S units 

exhibited little change over this time course while there were dramatic 

changes (increase in force-decay duration) in the F(int) and FF units. 

An interesting, yet subtle, aspect of the type FR time courses 

was the greater change in the average 90-50RT profile compared to that 

for 50-20RT, especially after 30 s. In fact, at 2-min the 90-50RT value 

differed significantly from initial while the 50-20RT did not (Table 9). 

Sum~ary. Th~ tIme courses of the initial rate-of-rise 

distinguished type Sand F units while the time courses of maximum rate

of-relaxation distinguished S+FR from F(int)+FF unit. Furthermore, time 

courses of both force-decay duration parameters (i.e., 90-50RT and 50-

20RT) were different in S+FR+F(int) as compared to FF units. 
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Evaluation of the Quadripartite Classification Scheme by Discriminant 

Analysis 

Motor-unit classification is conventionally based on the 

progressive fatigue index in combination with the profile of unfused 

tetanus ("sag") or isometric-twitch contraction time (cf., Chapter 4). 

Given that the present investigation has revealed new characteristics of 

motor uni ts , it was of interest to determine if motor units could be 

classified into the conventional types based on the newly measured 

force-development and -decay parameters. This possibility was 

investigated using discriminant analysis. In this type of analysis, one 

assumes that groups exist and that these groups can be distinguished 

based on a set of discriminating variables. The conventional motor-unit 

types defined the groups for the present analysis and va!ious 

combinations of parameters were used to discriminate between groups 

(i.e., as discriminating variables). All possible combinations of 

twitch contraction time, progressive fatigue index and peak tetanic 

force; and all possible combinations of progressive fatigue index and 

each of the presently oeasured parameters including initial (Table 8), 

2-l:1in (Table 9) and fatigue-index (Table 10) values t:lere compared to 

determine t"lhich combination of properties led to classification 

algorithms that were most consistent with the conventional motor-unit 

types. Table 11 shows the results for the combination of progressive 

fatigue index, 90%-50% relaxation time index and maximum rate-of

relaxation index. This combination of parameters had the highest 

probability of matching the conventional unit types (79.5% of total 
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TABLE 11. Predi ct ion of Motor-uni t Type Based on a Discr im inant 
Analysis. 

Predicted Motor-unit type 

S FR F(int) FF 
------------------------1-----------------------------------------------
Actual Motor-unit Type 1 

1 
S 1 94.1% 

1 
1 

FR 1 37% 

1 
1 

F (int) 1 100% 
1 

1 
FF 1 100% 

1 

------------------------1-----------------------------------------------

A multi-variate discriminant analysis based on PFr (peak-force index), 
90%-50% relaxation time index and maximum rate-of-relaxation index was 
used to generate a set of classification algorithms. Values indicate 
the accuracy with which the algorithms predicted the conventional motor
unit type of the units in the present sample. 
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motor-unit sample was assigned to the same groups as they would have 

been based on conventional properties). 

Discriminant analysis was also used to compare the accuracy with 

t'1hich a variety of single parameters could predict type S units. As 

shown in Table 12, the initial (pre-fatigue) value of initial rate-of-

rise was a perfect (100%) predictor of type S units. All other 

parameters resulted in lower percentages. Note that twitch contraction 

time was a less accurate predictor of type S units. 

There are two caveats concerning the present discr iminan t 

analysis that must be considered. First, for this study, the same 

motor-unit population used to derive the classification algorithms (see 

Methods) were also the units \'lhose types were predicted by the 

algorithm. Because of this the percentage of units correctly predicted 

is inflated. However, since all analyses were done in this manner, 

comparisons across types of units and across parameter can be made 

because all values have the same relative error. Had core units been 

available, the motor-unit population would have been randomly divided 

with one-half of the population used to generate the classification 

algorithms and those algorithms used to predict the types of the 

remaining units (cf., Botterman et al., 1985). Second, an attempt was 

made to include "sag" in the present discriminant analysis by assigning 

ei ther a one or zero to units which demonstrated this effect or not. 

These values were not accepted by the disc~iminant-analysis programs 

because they did not vary wi thin motor-unit types. It is conceivable 

that quantitative values could be assigned to the sag property, but this 

will require substantial research on the property itself because the sag 



TABLE 12. Prediction of Type S Units by Selected Parameters. 

Parameter 

Initial Rate-of-rise* 
Maximum Rate-of-relaxation* 
Peak Tetanic Force 
Isometric-twitch Contraction Time 
90-50RT Index 
90-50RT* 
PFI 
Initial Rate-of-rise index 
Maximum Rate-of-relaxation index 

% Type S Units 
Correctly Classified 

100 
94.1 
94.1 
94.1 
88.2 
82.4 
64.7 
52.9 
41.2 
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Discriminant analyses were used to generate independent classification 
algorithms based on each of the above parameters. Values indicate the 
percentage of type S units that were correctly assigned to the type S 
group by the specific algorithm. An asterisk (*) indicates that pre
fatigue (control) values of the parameter were used in the analysis. 
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mechanisms remains largely unlmm'm (cf., Chapter 2). Alternatively, 

Botterman et al. (1985) found that for the motor units of a cat forelimb 

muscle the fraction of the maximum tetanic force produced in n 40 Hz 

tetanus (A40/Amax) was a quantitative means to distinguish between type 

Sand F units. 

Discussion 

The present results are discussed in relation to four prominent 

issues in the motor-unit and fatigue literature: 1) the effects of 

fatigue on force development and decay; 2) the relative sensitivity of 

progressive fatigue indices based on static and dynamic aspects of force 

generation; 3) consequences for the quadripartite classification scheme; 

and 4) implications for the mechanisms of motor-unit fatigue. 

Effect of Fatigue on Force Development and Decay 

Table 13 provides a selected summary of \'lhat is known about the 

effects of fatigue on force-development and -decay properties of single 

motor units, single fibers and whole muscles. The contents of the table 

are limited to those papers discussed below. 

Motor Units. Only the present study and one other (Dubose et 

a1., 1987) have systematically investigated fatigue-induced changes in 

force development and decay in motor units. Both studies tested motor 

units in heterogeneous ankle extensor muscles {tibialis posterior and 

medial gastrocnemius, respectively) of the adult cat hindlimb, and both 

studies employed the standard fatigue test. However, in comparison to 

the present study, Dubose et al. (1987): 1) interposed a twitch between 



TABLE 13. Effects of Fatigue on Force Development and Decay in Single 
Fibers, Motor Units and Whole Muscles. 

This table is modified version of Table 3 in Chapter 2. Presented 
here is a summary of the force-development and -decay literatures that 
pertain to fatigued preparations anI y. Under each subhead ing, 
references are arranged in the order that they are addressed in 
Chapter 5 Discussion. Abbreviations: AP, adductor pollicis; CT, 
isometric-twitch contraction time; dP/dt, rate of force development; 
EDL. extensor digitorum longus; IRR, initial rate-of-rise; k, rate 
constant; MG, medial gastrocnemius; MRR, normalized maximum rate-of
relaxation; MVC, maximum voluntary contraction; quad, quadriceps 
femoris; SOL, soleus; t1/2, one-half time of exponential force decay; 
TP, tibialis posterior; 1/2RT, isometric-twitch one-half relaxation 
time; 95-50RT, time from 95% to 50% peak tetanic force; 90-50RT, time 
from 90% to 50% peak tetanic force; 50-20RT, time from 50% to 20% peak 
tetanic force; ~, decrease; f, increase; -, no change. 

References cited in Table 13 
1. Dubose et al., 1987 5. Fitts and Hollozsy, 1977 
2. present study 6. Rankin, 1987 
3. Calancie and Stein, 1987 7. Hultman and Sjoholm. 1983 
4. Edwards et al., 1975 8. Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1983 
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TABLE 13. Effects of Fatigue on Force Development and Decay in Single 
Fibers, Motor Units and Whole Muscles. 

Ret. Muscle Prep. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

U!. situ 
cat TP 

U!.vitro 
mouse EDL 

U!. vi tro 
mouse SOL 

5 U!. situ 
rat SOL 

b U!. situ 
rat SOL 

EDL 

7 U!. vi vo 
human quad 

8 U!. vivo 
human fil 

13 stimuli (40 Hz) 
1 Hz for 2 mi n 

13 stimuli (40 Hz) 
1 Hz tor up to 1 hr 

190.stimul i (100 Hz) 
0.25 Hz tor 8 min 

continuous stirn. 20 Hz 
or 50 Hz tor 10-60 s 
(anaerobic conditions) 

25 stimuli (100 Hz) 
1.8 Hz tor 30 min 

13 stimuli (40 Hz) 
1 Hz tor b min 

130 stimul i (20 Hz) 
0.1 Hz for 80 s 

bD s sustained MVC 

Force Oevelopment 

after 30 s: 
.v CT 5 
f CT F(int) & FF 
- CT FR 

after 2 min: 
l' lRR 5 & FR 
~ lRR F(int) & FF 

.J, dP/dt 

- CT after mc 

Force Decay 

after 3D s: 
oJ! 112RT 5 
l' l/ZRT FR & FF 
- l/ZRT F( i nt) 

after 2 min: 
W MRR F(int) & FF 
f 90-50RT FR,F(int) 

&FF 
t 50-20RT F(int) 

l' t1l2 

t 90-50RT 
l' 50-20RT 

l' 95-50RT 

'I' l/ZRT after mc 
Vi MRR of MVC 
'1' tll2 of me 
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fatigue-test tetani; 2) ceasured force-development and -decay properties 

on this interposed twitch and not on the fatigue-test tetani themselves; 

and 3) focused on changes after 30 s of fatigue and not throughout the 

entire time course of stimulation. Moreover, Dubose et al. (1987) 

explored the implications of fatigue-induced changes in force 

development and decay on rate coding of motor-unit discharge during 

natural movements and our primary goal was to evaluate the standard 

fatigue test and the implications of its use in the study of motor-unit 

fatigue. 

Dubose et al. (1987) provided convincing evidence that after 30 s 

of fatigue-test stimulation, there were pronounced changes in the 

average twitch contraction times and one-half relaxation times of the 

different unit types. Contraction time was shortene~ in type S units 

but l~as prolonged in the fast-twitch group in the order: FR (no 

change)<F(int)<FF. Similarly, one-half relaxation time was shortened in 

type S units but was prolonged in the fast-twitch units in the order: 

F(int)(no change)<FR<FF. The present resul ts expand upon these 

observations in several interesting t'lays. 

Initial rate-of-rise: Because the interval chosen to measure 

rate-of-rise in the present worlt corresponded to the force produced in 

response to the first stimulus of the train (Fig. 18A), it is possible 

to make direct comparisons with the findings of Dubose et a1. (1987). 

From the i r Figs. 1 and 2, the rates-of -r ise of tt-l itch force in two 

"typical" units were calculated to be 0.2 Nls and 6.0 Nls for the type S 

and FF unit, respectively. These values are comparable to the average 

values obtained in this investigation (0.2 and 5.6 Nls, respectively; 
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Table 8). After 30 s of stimulation, Dubose et al. (1987) reported that 

the contraction times of type S units decreased t'lhile there was l.i ttle 

change in force. As a result, the rate-of-rise of twitch force in their 

typical S unit increased to 0.3 Nls (150% of initial); we noted a 

similar effect (Fig. 19). In contrast, the rate-of-rise of twitch force 

for the typical type FF unit following 30 s of stimulation decreased to 

3.3 Nls (55% of initial). Although the corresponding average value in 

the present study after 30 s of stimulation was approximately 145% of 

initial (Fig. 19), the values were decreasing from the peak rate-of-risle 

which occurred after 10 s of stimulation. By 60 s, the rate-of-rise of 

the present sample of FF units was significantly decreased from i~itial 

values (approx. 40% of initial). Differing amounts of force 

potentiation in type FF units in the two studies may account for these 

differences. 

Unfortunately, it is not possible to compare normalized values of 

rate-of-rise because the force values presented by Dubose et al. (1987) 

are twitch forces and the present rate-of-rise values were normalized to 

the peak force of the 40z tetanus. As a result, the present normalized 

rates would be less and a direct comparison is complicated by inter

unit-type differences in the ratios of twitch:tetanic forces. 

It is also unfortunate that Dubose et al. (1987) did not provide 

typical data for type FR and F(int) units. They reported no change in 

average contraction time of type FR units after 30 s of fatigue. In 

comparison, the present FR units exhibited considerable speeding of 

tetanic force development over the same interval. If their FR units had 

potentiated there t'lOuld have been an increase in the rate of twitch 
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force development, consistent with our findings. Unfortunately, in 

order to resolve the differences between type FF units on one hand, and 

type FR units on the other, it is necessary to speculate that 

potentiation did not occur in the former case and did occur in the 

latter case. With the current information, this issue can not be 

resolved. The increase in contraction title (Dubose et al., 1987) and 

decrease in initial rate-of-rise (present results) in type F(int) units 

is consistent as long as there was not a concomitant force potentiation 

in the F(int) units investigated by Dubose et al. (1987; data not 

available). 

Finall y, Dubose et a!. (1987) noted an initial speeding of 

contraction time in all F units. They did not further investigate this 

finding because "[the speeding] was masked by later slowing." It is of 

interest here, though, because it is consistent with the initial 

increase in the rate-of-rise of force in the present F units (Fig. 19). 

Force decay: The measurements of one-half relaxation time 

reported by Dubose et al. (1987) may be compared qualitatively to the 

durations of force decay reported here. Specifically, we have chosen 

90%-50% relaxation time for comparison because both this and one-half 

relaxation title characterize the initial portion of the decay from 

tetanus and twitch, respectively. 

In S units, we sat'l no effect of fatigue on 90%-50% relaxation 

time (or any other measure of force-decay duration) throughout a 4-min 

time course of stimulation (Table 9; Fig. 20). In contrast, the one

half relaxation time of these units reportedly decreased in response to 

30 s of stimulation (Dubose et aI., 1987). Since the data from both 
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studies seem secure, differences in force decay of the twitch as 

compared to the tetanus should be explored. The primary difference 

between these two situations is thought to be in the handling of 

intracellular calcium. In the twitch, calcium levels reach a transient 

peak and quickly return to resting levels. However, in the tetanus, 

intracellular calc ium is elevated for longer periods and other 

intracellular components (i.e., parvalbumin) act in sequestering calcium 

(Haiech, Derancourt, Perchere and Demaille, 1979). Thus, when 

relaxation from tetanus occurs, calcium redistribution is relatively 

~ore complex than during relaxation from a twitch. Differences such as 

these may underlie the differences in relalcstion during fatigue. of S 

units in the two studies. 

In the present study, 90%-50% relaxation time was found to 

increase in response to fatigue-test stimulation in all F units. Dubose 

et al. (1987) found an increase in one-half relaxation time for both 

type FR and FF units, but no change in this parameter in F(int) units. 

It is difficult to reconcile this latter finding since F(int) units are 

generally thought to have properties intermediate between FR and FF. 

Simply on a statistical basis, a sample of five F(int) units (Dubose et 

a1., 1985) cay not have been large enough to obtain a representative 

measure of one-half relaxation time in fatiguing F(int) units. 

It is surprising that the Dubose et al. (1987) study did not 

include measurements on the fatigue-test tetani as presented here. For 

example, in their Figs. 1 it is obvious that fatigue affected relaxation 

from tetanus in type FF units, as reported here. However, the focus of 

their l'1orl( was on the the implications for rate coding and on forming a 
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bridge to the previous work on conscious humans (Clamann, 1970; Bigland

Ritchie et al., 1983). For these purposes, the measurement of force 

development and decay on ttdtches superinposed on the standard fatigue 

test was most appropriate. 

Summary: Dubose et al. (1987) concluded that fatigue 

"eliminated" the differences bett-leen unit types. This toJaS also one of 

our general impressions which is demonstrated quantitatively in Tables 8 

and 9. For example, in Table 8, there were significant differences 

between type Sand FF units for each of the measured parameters. After 

2 min of the fatigue-test regimen, however, the only difference between 

these unit types was found in measurements of maximum rate-of-relaxation 

(Table 9). Furthermore, this parameter had become slower in FF units 

than in S units. Hence, the present results show that fatigue has 

preferential effects on F uni ts (in the order FR<F (int) <FF) such that 

after 2 min of fatigue-test stimulation there are, overall, fewer 

differences between the force-development and -decay properties of the 

different unit types. 

Single Fibers. There is licited inforcation on the effects of 

fatigue on either force development or force decay in single muscle 

fibers (cf., Table 3, Chapter 2; Table 13). Calancie and Stein (1987) 

found that one of the three rate constants describing mechanical 

processes at the cross-bridge level (see: Kawai and Brandt, 1980) was of 

the same magnitude and had the same tecperature dependence as did the 

rate constant for the development of tetanic force. On this basis, the~ 

proposed that cross-bridge interactions liQited force development in a 

tetanus. Given this, it would be predicted that fatigue would have 
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similar effects on both the cross-bridge rate constant and the force

development rate constant. In fact, the former had a tendency to 

increase with fatigue (190 pulses at 100 Hz repeated once every 4 s for 

8 l'Jin) l1hile the latter decreased. These authors did not reconcile 

these disparate findings. Our results are the first to describe a 

fatigue-induced increase in the rate of tetanic force development in S 

and FR uni ts. Presuming that cross-bridge interactions under lie the 

rate of tetanic force development (Calancie and Stein, 1987), the 

behavior of Sand FR units is in accord with the fatigue-induced 

increase in cross-bridge rate constant reported by Calancie and Stein 

(1987) . 

~hole Muscles. Table 13 summarizes information from several 

studies on whole muscles, as studied in vitro, in vivo with experimental 

animals and in intact conscious humans. 

Force Development: There is limited information on the effects 

of fatigue on force-development parameters in whole muscles. Fitts and 

Holloszy (1977) followed the time course of the rate-of-rise for maximal 

and submaxioal tetani in the soleus muscle of untrained and trained rats 

dur ing an interei ttent fatigue-inducing regimen. The stimulus trains 

were delivered at a rate of 1.8 Hz and consisted of 25 stimuli delivered 

via the tibial nerve at 100 Hz. A maximal tetanus (stimulus rate and 

duration not reported) was measured periodically throughout 30 min nf 

stimulation. They reported a fatigue-induced decrease in dP/dt for both 

the maximal and submaximal tetani over 30 min of stimulation. Since the 

rat soleus muscle primarily comprises type SO (type I) muscle fibers 

(i. e., those which compose type S motor uni ts), these results appear 
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contrary to the present ones. However, the dP/dt oeasureoents of Fitts 

and Holloszy (1977) were not normalized to account for changes in force. 

A comparison of theil' Figs. 2A and 2C indicate tha.t 80me of the change 

in dP/dt for the maximal tetanu~ was due to declining force, 

particularly in the trained animals. Thus, these findings are in accord 

with the finding that the rate-of-rise of tetanic force in type S units 

is relatively impervious to fatigue. 

Force Decay: From the information in Table 13 it is evident that 

most of the literature concerning the effects of fatigue on the dynamic 

aspects of force generation is from measurements of force decay in whole 

muscles. 

Edwards et al. (1975) were among the first to systematically 

study the prolongation of force decay in whole muscles. Based on an in 

vitro mouse soleus model, they proposed a mechanism which invoked 

changes in the cross-bridge cycle. However, this mechanism has 

subsequently been discarded in favor of others (e.g., Dat'3son et a1., 

1980; Pagala, 1980). 

Rankin (1987) recently measured changes in force decay for in 

si tu rat EDL and soleus ouscles subjected to the standard motor-unit 

fatigue test. In the former (predominantly fast-ttdtch) muscle, the 

initial phase «60 s) of the time course of 50%-20% relaxation time was 

strikingly similar to that of type FF units in the present study, with 

both exhibiting dramatic increases (to >400% ini Ual in both cases). 

However, after 60 s, Rankin (1987) reported that the 50%-20% relaxation 

time progressively decreased (from ~ value >650% initial). Our findings 

suggest that after 60 s the type FF units contribute minimally to the 
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mechanical properties of the whole muscle. Therefore, whole muscle 

force-decay behavior must be dominated by the more fatigue-resistant 

units at that time. Indeed, after 60 s, the relaxation behavior of EDL 

approached that expected of the fatigue resistant motor units. In 

soleus (0 predominantly slow-twitch muscle), the 50%-20% relaxation time 

time course was similar to that of type S units in the present study. 

However, there ''ias a slight prolongation of :..'elaxation in the soleus 

that could not (based on the present results) be accounted for by the 

force-decay properties of the motor units composing this muscle 

(predominantly type S or FR units; Ariano, Ar:strong and Edgerton, 

1973). This discrepancy highlights the need for an incr~ased 

understanding of motor-unit interactions and the effect of these on 

whole-muscle properties (e.g., Gardiner and Ohla, 1987). 

Hultman and Sjoholm (1983) recorded EMG and force from 

electrically stimulated quadriceps femoris muscles in human subjects. 

It was shown that the artificial stimulation induced an increase in the 

95%-50% relaxation time which is in accord with present measures of 90%-

50% relaxation time in type F units. These increases in relaxation time 

were found to contribute "substantially" to force maintenance during 

fatigue. However, during recovery from fatigue (which was not 

investigated in the present study) relaxation recover~d more rapidly 

than did force and, thus, contributed to depression of force after the 

fatigue-test stimulation. 

Bigland-Ritchie et al. (1983) also measured force and EMG in 

fatiguing human muscle (adductor pollicis), but the fatigue regimen 

involved maximal voluntary contractions and they measured single motor-
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uni t potentials in addition to t'Jhole-muscle Er.IG. During fatigue, i t ~IaS 

found that motoneuron discharge rates decreased in parallel with an 

.increase in force decay. Based on this (and other work; for reviet'J: 

Bigland-Ri tchie and ~1oods, 1984), IHgland-Ri tchie and colleagues 

hypothesized that a "reflex CNS cechanism [exists] t1hich may regulate 

motoneuron firing rate to catch changes in ouscle contraction speed 

[during fatigue]." 

ReCEmt evidence from both exper i menta I an-lma I s (Hayward, 

Breitbach and Rymer, 1987) and conscious hUlilans (Garland, Garner and 

McComas, 1988a,b) has suggested that the principle afferents 

participating in Bigland-Ritchie's 'proposed reflex are in the group 111-

IV range (Hayward et aI, 1987) and probably convey chemoreceptive 

information (Garland et a!., 1988a,b). The central actions of such 

chemoreceptive afferents are poorly understood except it is l{Dot'm that a 

portion of them (those activated selectively by intramuscular arterial 

injection of bradykinin and I{Cl) can exert both exci tatory and 

inhibitory effects on motoneurons supplying a wide variety of hindlimb 

Eluscles (Kniffld, Schomburg and Steffens, 1981). The present results 

and those of Dubose et al. (1987) suggest that type S motoneurons should 

receive excitatory effects while type F motoneurons should receive 

inhibitory ones. This could be tested using the techniques of I{niffki 

et al. (1981). Also, the present results and those of Dubose et al. 

(1987) suggest that such reflex regulation should only contribute during 

relatively high-force contractions and that during low-force 

contractions a moderate speeding of type S motor units should occur 

(i. e., to optimize the relation between sticulus frequency and force 
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production) . 

Because motor units investigated in acute animal preparations are 

artificially activated (by electrical sticulation), the relation between 

activation rate and force decay can only be simulated (cf., artificial 

wisdom in Chapter 2). Hot1eVer, our resul ts indicate that the 

correlation beb1een firing rates and rates of relaxation observed by 

Bigland-Ritchie and coworkers is primarily due to the presence of 

fatigable (type F(int) and FF) motor units in their test muscles. Thus, 

the effect should be minimal or absent at submaximal «30% ~WC) levels 

of contraction i'lhich rely principally on type Sand FR motor units. 

Consistent with this, Bigland-Ritchie and colleagues showed the ~otor

unit firing rates did not decrease in response to fatigue by sustained 

contractions at 30% MVC (Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1986). Unfortunately, 

this paper did not provide the contractile characteristics of the 

fatigued twitch so that it was unclear whether relaxation was affected 

by fatigue at this level of activity in conscious humans. 

Relative Sensitivity of Progressive Fatigue Indices Based on Force

d~velopment and -decay Parameters. 

The conventional progr~ssive fatigue index, based on initial and 

2-min peale forces, distinguishes between the relative fatigabilities of 

all 4 unit types EXCEPT between type FR and S (fatigue-resistant) 

units. In terms of classifying units, this latter limitation has not 

posed a problem since other physiological characteristics (i.e., 

isometric-twitch contraction time and sag) can satisfactorily separate 

Sand F units. Ideally, however, an index of fatigability would 
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provide a tdde range of values that t10uld readily separate all four 

unit types. Given both of these criteria, none of the presently 

measured force-development and -decay properties had any advantage over 

peak force as indices of fatigue. Sioilar to the peak-force index, 

initial rate-of-rise and maximum rate-of-relaxation indices were limited 

in their ability to separate Sand FR units. This limitation also 

applied to indices based on 50%-20% relaxation time, time constant and 

normalized maximum rate-of-relaxation, but in addition, these indices 

provided no distinction between FR and F(int) units. 

The 90%-50% relaxation time index was unique among all the other 

indices, including peak force, because there was a statistical 

difference between the values of Sand FR units (Table 10). However, 

this statistical difference was overshadowed by considerable variability 

in the values for both motor-unit types (particularly among the type FR 

uni ts) . Discriminant analysis revealed that among the presently 

measured fatigue indices, 90%-50% relaxation time index \1aS the best 

fatigue index to predict type S uni ts (88.2% correct; see Table 12). 

Hot'lever, because of the large var iabi li ty among type FR uni ts , only 

25.9% of these uni ts ~lere classified correctly based on this paraoeter 

alone. This, combined with the fact that on average the 90%-50% 

relaxation tirae index did not distinguish between type FR and F(int) 

units, suggests that the sensitivity of this index is different from but 

not better than the conventional peak-force index. 

Consequences for the Quadripartite Classification Scheme 

The present results contribute to the continuing debate on the 
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validi ty of the quadriparti te classification scheme in b10 important 

\"1aYS; providing that these results can subsequently be shown to 

generalize to other lJuscles of the cat and other species. Such 

generalizations can be anticipated because the parameters used to 

justify the quadripartite scheme have usually been found to be 

applicable across muscles and species (cf., Chapter 2). 

The conventional quadripartite classification scheme 

distinguishes type S from type F units based on the qualitative 

assessment of "sag" in the profile of unfused tetanus, or the 

quantitative value of twitch contraction time, or both. The controversy 

over which parameter is more useful tor this purpose has been pro~inent 

in the motor-unit literature for years (for review: McDonagh et a1., 

1980b) . The present results show that the control (pre-fatigue) 

measurement of initial rate-of-rise provides a further aeans of 

ver ifying that a particular unit belongs to the slow-twitch category. 

Unfortunately, this result alone does not provide a means to distinguish 

beb1een slow- and fast-twitch units because, even though no slow-bod tch 

units were misclassified based on this parameter, a significant number 

of fast-twitch units (particularly type FR units) were placed in the 

slow-twitch category (data not shotm). 

It °is conceivable that the dP/dt value of the isometric ttdtch 

would be as effective as the presently measured initial rate-of-rise of 

the control 40-Hz tetanus for predicting type S units. However, unlike 

the human whole-muscle literature (e.g., Bigland-Ritchie et al., 1983), 

twitch measurements are considered SUSP2ct in the motor-unit literature 

because their profiles are so variable from stimulus to stimulus. 
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UsuallY, measurements are cade on a twitch that had been full y 

potentiated by a preceding tetanus, but it has been suggested that this 

procedure is fatigue inducing (Stephens and Stuart, 1975). In order to 

avoid fatiguing a unit while potentiating the twitch, it has been 

suggested that making twitch measurements be made on an averaged twitch, 

with the individual twitches collected at a very low stimulus rate (0.1 

Hz; Bagust, Knott, Lewis, Luck, Westerman, 1973). This procedure, too, 

is suspect for obtaining "perfectly" accurate rate ceasurements because 

changes in the dP/dt of individual twitch forces cay be damped out by 

the averaging procedure. Furthermore, the twitch forces of many of the 

S units are so small that accurate rate measurements would be difficult 

to oa}te in any case. Consequently, the initial rate-of -rise of the 

initial 40-Hz stimulus train seems to be a promising measure. 

The second contribution of the present work in respect to the 

quadripartite classification schece concerns the possibility of using 

combinations of progressive fatigue indices to confirm the existence of 

conventional cotor-unit types, or to establish other groups of motor 

units. The latter issue, which will require a unbiased cethod of 

distingu ishing between potential groups of uni ts (e. g., cluster 

analyses), was not address. However, a discrininant analysis was used 

to shDt'i that a combination of the conventional peak-force index t1ith 

others based on the 90%-50% relaxation tine and maximum rate-of

relaxation most consistently predicted the conventional motor-unit 

types. In fact, only the FR units were misclassified (to a large 

extent) based on these parameters (Table 11), and by default their type 

affiliation would be Imown. 
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Figs. 19 and 20 shm'l that the 4-min time courses of the various 

force-development and -decay parameters were qualitatively different 

among the different motor-unit types. This qualitative information adds 

to the differentiation of unit types. From the data in Fig. 19, it is 

clear that the time course of initial rate-of-rise distinguished S from 

FR+F(int)+FF units and that the time course of maximum rate-of

relaxation distinguished S+FR from F(int)+FF. In Fig. 20, S+FR+F(int) 

units were separated from FF units by the qualitative differences in the 

time courses of 90%-50% or 50%-20% relaxation times. It seems desirable 

to extend these observations by quantifying the various time courses so 

that the arbitrary classification of the different unit types based on a 

single progressive fatigue index and a single sag test (or contraction 

time) can be discarded. 

Implications for the Mechanisms of Motor-unit Fatigue 

Force Development. Table 9 shows that fatigue induced an 

increase in the rate of tetanic force development in fatigue-resistant 

(S+FR) units. If cross-bridge interactions limit the rate of force 

development, as suggested by Calancie and Stein (1987), our findings are 

consistent with a fatigue-induced change in the oyosin/actin interaction 

that varies with cotor-uni t type. Indeed, there are different oyosin 

isoforms present in the different Dotor-unit types (Gauthier, Burke, 

Lowey and Hobbs, 1983) which could account for these different 

sensitivities to fatigue. 

Intracellular calci~ movements have also been proposed to limit 

the rate of force development in skeletal Illuscle. For example, the 
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maximum concentration of free Ca+2 , as neasured by calcium-sensitive 

indicators, is correlated with the maximum rate-of-rise of force in 

barnacle (Ashley and Ridgway, 1970) and frog (Blinks, Rudel and Taylor, 

1978) single fibers. Repetitive activation may lead to increased 

calcium release (i.e., more calcium for a given stimulus; Duchateau and 

Hainaut, 1986) t1hich t.10uld result in an increase in the rate of force 

developcent. Hm'Jever, an affect t10uld been seen only at activation 

frequencies t'Jhere pre-fatigue calcium levels t'Jere submaximal. 

Force Decay. It is thought that the change in the rate of 

relaxation that accompanies fatigue de~ends on metabolic factors which 

may lead to a decreased rate of Ca+2 uptake into the sarcoplasmic 

reticulum (Sahlin et al., 1981, 1983). This argument is based on the 

assumption that Ca+2 uptake limits force decay throughout the time 

course of fatigue. Generally, this is thought to be true in unfatigued 

muscle (Ford and Podolsky. 1972; Sandm'J and Zeman, 1979; cf., hm'lever, 

Edwards et a1.. 1975; Pagala, 1980). but direct proof is lacking in 

fatigued cuscle. Our finding that decreased rate-of-relaxation is 

preferentially associated t"lith type F(int) and FF units is consistent 

with changes in the metabolic state of these units. It has been shown 

that the accuDulation of metabolites is relatively greater in fast 

versus slow muscles (for review: Kushmerick. 1984) following 

contraction. Furthermore. a single-fiber codeling study shot-led that 

there would be a relatively greater increase in Pi during contraction of 

fast-glycolytic fibers than in smaller oxidative (slow-oxidative or 

cardiac) fibers (l4eyer. Sweeney and Kushmerick, 1984). 

Force decay in type FR cotor units was unusual in that the first 
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50% of force decay (as ceasured by 90-50RT) was affected by repetitive 

activity '1hile the decay from 50% force to baseline (as ceasured by 50-

20RT or time constant) was not. Pagala (1980) has suggested that force 

decay is a tt'Jo-step process (see also, Peckham and Woledge, 1986): an 

initial step that Is regulated by the rate of sarcoplasmic calcium 

uptake and a later step that is mostly controlled by the speed of cross

bridge dissociation. Thus, the standard fatigue test used in the 

present study may preferentially effect calciue uptake by the 

sarcoplasmic reticulum during the decay of force in type FR unit. 

Summary 

The present results showed that fatigue had differential affects 

on force development and decay in the different motor-unit types. In 

some cases, the newly measured parameters confirmed the conventional 

motor-unit types. However, it has become clear that an ideal motor-unit 

classification protocol would include, first, an analysis t'ihereby the 

units are divided into their cost distinctive groups based on a variety 

of steady-state and dynamic force measurements (e.g., cluster analysis). 

Then, based on these unbiased groupings, the relative icportance of the 

measured parameters could be deteroined by discriminant analysis and 

subsequently applied to the classification of additional units. No such 

approach to motor-unit classification has been attempted for the Qotor 

units of cat hindlimb cuscles. The closest approach was the recent 

combined discriminant-cluster analysis of Botterman et al. (1985) for 

the classification of motor units in the cat forelimb muscle, flexor 

carpi radialis. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SmmARY 

When a ouscle is subjected to continuous activation, eith~r 

sustained or intermittent, there are three possible outcooes for the 

force that is exerted. It may increase, decrease or stay the same. 

This variation in force can occur independent of a change in activation 

because the association between the quantity of excitation and the 

magnitude of force is kno~m to vary tdth time. The terms "potentiation" 

and "fatigue" have been widely used to dewcribe the time-dependent 

increase or decrease in force, respectively. However, one of the 

general observations of the present study '-las that the description of 

the force time-course in these terms (i.e., either potentiation or 

fatigue) is too simplistic. When motor units were subjected to a 

standard, intermittent stimulus regimen, the force responses were not 

readily characterized as a straightforward augmentation or diminution of 

force, but rather they included variable combinations of the two 

responses. Such an interaction raises the question of the usefulness of 

these two terms for this level of analysis. 

In the literature, potentiation is defined as an augmentation of 

force over that expected for a given sticulus. This is a broad 

definition that includes both short- and long-term increases in force. 

In this study, the appearance of short- and long-term potentiation 

depended on motor-unit type and, even core surprising, motor units of 

the same type exhibited a wide range of potentiation. This latter 
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finding suggests that there were differences in the expression of a 

particular mechanism, or that different mechanisms were expressed in 

cells usually considered to be similar. 

Similar limitations exist with the fatigue terminology. Most 

definitions of fatigue are based on a decrease in the magnitude of the 

force exe~ted over a period of activation. In studies of fatigue, 

muscles and motor units are subjected to fatigue tests and their 

response is characterized in terms of a decrement in force. However, 

the present results and those of Dubose et al. (1987) have shown that 

continued, intermittent activation of motor units can result in changes 

in the force development and decay of a 40 Hz tetanus and in the "~peed" 

of an isometric twitch without concomitant changes in the magnitude of 

force. Thus, a focus on the time course of the magnitude of force 

(usually, peak force) provides an incomplete account of the response to 

the stimulus regimen. The present study bypasses this limitation by 

extending the analysis of force, during a standard fatigue test, to 

include additional parameters which characterize force development, the 

magnitude of force and force decay in single motor units. 

The present results have sho~m that the standard fatigue test had 

wide-ranging effects on both steady-state and dynamic features of 

tetanic force in single motor units. These effects are sucuarized, to a 

large extent, in the average title courses of the various force 

parameters (Chapters 4 and 5). Surprisingly, this type of presentation 

is not cocmon in the motor-unit literature. 

The magni tude of force is normally reported for a single 

"fatigued" state (usually following 2 min of fatigue-test stimulation) 
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~1hich is cocpared to the unfaUgued state (initial fatigue-test 

tetanus) . In the present study, the time course of the cagni tude of 

force revealed previously docucented differences between motor-unit 

types. Hm'lever, further analysis of the variability of force revealed 

unelcpected and new findings. There t'las considerable var iabi 1 i ty in the 

behavior of units of the same type. The variability within the type FH 

and F( int) groups after 2-cin of fatigue-test sticulation resulted in 

fatigue indices (i.e., 2-cin/initial force) which bordered the 

dbtinctions between low and intermediate and between intermediate and 

high fatigability. The classification of these "borderline" units was 

influenced by small differences between force parameters or fatigue 

indices. Integrated force and the conventional progressive fatigue 

index yielded the most fatigue resistant classification (i.e., FH rather 

than F(int) or F(int) rather than FF). The basis of the variability in 

the force exerted by a particular motor-unit types was investigated by 

dividing motor units into potentiating and non-potentiating samples. 

Both behaviors were expressed in all cotor-unit types. But, the cost 

variability was aoong potentiating units of a particular type. This may 

be due to the interaction of opposing processes, one leading to 

augcentation of force and the other to diminution of force. 

There were also large differences between cotor-unit types in 

teres of the effect of fatigue-test sticulation on tetanic force 

development and force decay. Comparison of initial and 2-min values of 

force-development and -decay parameters revealed that the standard 

stil'lulus regimen had the greatest effect on type FF units followed in 

order by type F(int), FR and S units. There were opposite effects on 
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force development in S+FR units (increased rate) as compared to 

F(int)+FF units (no change or decreased rate). In addition, the 

stimulus regimen preferentially slot-Jed the rate of force decay (and, 

increased force-decay duration) in type F(int) and FF units. The time 

courses of force-development and -decay parameters revealed qualitative 

differences bett'1een Motor-unit types. The time course of force 

development (initial rate-of-rise) was qualitatively different for slow

and fast-twitch motor units while the time course of the rate of force 

decay (maximum rate-of-relaxation) distinguished between S+FR units and 

F(int)+FF units, and the tiCle course of the duration of force decay 

(90%-50% relaxation time) distinguished type FF units from all pthers 

(i.e., S+FR+F(int». Quantitative refinement of some of these 

qualitative results would be useful for further distinguishing these 

motor-unit groups. 

Discriminant analysis was used to determine if motor units could 

be classified into the conventional cotor-unit types based on the ne\'-/ 

force-development and -decay parameters. A discriminant analysis that 

t:las based nn a cocbination of the progressive fatigue index, 90%-50% 

relaxation time index (2-min/initial value) and maximum rate-of

relalcation indelc confirmed the existence of the conventional cotor-unit 

types (79.5% of the total units were placed into groups that 

corresponded with their classification based on conventional 

properties). However, other discriminant analyses based on other 

combinations of force-development and -decay parameters did not produce 

the same resul t . This suggested that no groups were apparent given 

those particular combinations of parameters or that those parameter 
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revealed other groups of units that did not correspond with the 

conventional ones. This underscores the need for an unbiased definition 

of motor-unit groups such as cay be provided by cluster analysis. 

In summary, a number of new measurements characterizing force 

development, the magnitude of force and force decay in artificially 

activated motor units have been presented. In addition. a number of new 

and provocative considerations have been raised concerning the use of 

steady-state and dynamic force parameters and the corresponding fatigue 

indices for the classification of motor units. 
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APPENDIX 

This appendix contains one table and five figures concerning 

additional analyses undertaken for the Aim 1 study (Chapter 4). 
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TABLE AI. Comparison of Cumulative Fatigue Indices. 

---
Motor-unit type 5 FR F(int) FF 

-----
Samp Ie 5 ize 18 27 12 32 

eFl 
peak forte 0.50 i 0.03 0.54 iO.07 0.70 i 0.12 0.94 iO.04 

(0.45-0.56) (0.47-0.74) (0.52-0.87) (0.84-0.99) 

average forte 0.50 iO.03 0.54 iO.07 0.70 iO.12 0.96 iO.03 
(0.45-0.56) (0.47-0.75) (0.52-0.89) (0.86-0.99) 

inte9rated forte 0.50 i 0.03 0.54 iO.07 0.70 i 0.12 0.95 iO.03 
(0.45-0.56) (0.47-0.73) (0.52-0.88) (0.83-0.99) 

-----

Values are mean ~SD (range) for the CFI (described in the text). The 
index was calculated with the three force parameters indicated in the 
left-most column. 
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Fig. AI. Comparison of Force Time Courses. 

Time courses of peak (open squares), average (filled diamonds), and 
integrated (filled squares) forces for type S (~ n=18), FR (!L n=27), 
F(int) (~, n=12) and FF (D, n=32) units are shown. Forces were averaged 
at 10, 30, 50, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180 210 and 240 s after the onset of 
the fatigue test. 



Fig. A2. Comparison of the Three Different Fatigue Indices Calculated 
ld th Average Force. 

Compared are the PFI, KFI and CFI values for the same thirteen units 
described in Fig. 16. Shading encloses regions that share the same 
motor-unit type boundaries (e.g., all type FF units in ~should fall in 
the region bounded by O<PFI<O.25 on the ordinate and O<KFI<O.25 on the 
abscissa). Units t'lhose classification depended on fatigue index fell 
outside one of the shaded regions. 
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Fig. A2. Comparison of the Three Different Fatigue Indices Calculated 
with Average Force. 



Fig. A3. Comparison of the Three Different Fatigue Indices Calculated 
with Integrated Force. 

Compared are the PFI, I{FI and CFI values for the same thirteen units 
described in Fig. 16. Shading encloses regions that share the same 
motor-unit type boundaries (e.g., all type FF units in A should fall in 
the region bounded by O<PFI<O.25 on the ordinate and O<KFI<O.25 on the 
abscissa). Units whose classification depended on fatigue index fell 
outside one of the shaded regions. 
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Fig. A3. Comparison of the Three Different Fatigue Indices Calculated 
with Integrated Force. 



Fig. A4. Comparisons Between I{ernell Fatigue Indices Calculated with 
Three Different Force Parameters. 

The KFI was calculated using peak, average and integrated forces of the 
initial and 2 min fatigue-test waveforms. Sho~m are comparisons between 
I{FIs calculated td th: a. peak and average forces; !!. peak and integrated 
forces; and ~average' and integrated forces for the same thirteen units 
described in Fig. 16. Shading encloses regions that share the same 
motor-unit type boundaries (i.e., all type FF units should fall in the 
region bounded by O<KFI<O. 25 on both ordinate and abscissa). Units 
whose classification depended on force parameter fell outside one of the 
shaded regions. 
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Fig. A4. Comparisons Between Kernell Fatigue Indices Calculated with 
Three Different Force Parameters. 



Fig. A5. Comparisons Between Cumulative Fatigue Indices Calculated with 
the Three Different Force Parameters. 

The CFI was calculated using peak, average and integrated forces of the 
initial and 2-min fatigue-test waveforms. Shown are comparisons between 
CFls calculated td th: Ii. peak and average forces: !!. peak and integrated 
forces: and ~average and integrated forces for the same thirteen units 
described in Fig. 16. Shading encloses regions that share the same 
motor-unit type boundaries (i.e., all type FF units should fall in the 
region bounded by 1. O>CFI>O. 8 on both ordinate and abscissa). Uni ts 
whose classification depended on force parameter fell outside one of the 
shaded regions. 
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